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Jackie Robinson s Son Wounded By Shrapnel In Viet Nam
NEW YORK CITY — (ANN)
— With deep alarm, baseball
immortal Jackie Robinson and
his wife, Rachel, learned this
week that their 10-year-old son,
Jackie, Jr., had been injured
in the Viet Nam fighting.
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Their const.rnation was ouick-

News of the incident reached

the Robinsoa in their staidord,
l'onnecticut home s la a tette&
Iron) their son himself.
Emphasizing how fortunate
he had been in the course of
conflict which occurred 30 or
40 miles from Saigon, Jackie,
Jr., described how two of his

comrade-, one on
-s nieiie4I
tither sid' of hint had been Is
tally %uunied and had died as
other
fellow-GI's
he
and
dragged their bodies back from
the line o• fire
''We're very fortunate that
our son was spared," Robinson

Negi it
told
Associated
Ow
Press in an exclusive inWe. feel dilpeply tor
terview
the parents of out boy's slain
fellow soldiers."
While coneeeding the right ot
demonstrators opposed to war
and to U.S. policy In Viet Nam

express meir feelings, the
tormei Dodger star said he
thought it 'very wrong" for
Americans '
,
I demonstrate ear,
rying flags displaying sympathy.
for the Viet Cong.
He also has sharp words for
those who impugn the decency
of American boys who are in-
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Memphian Sues Jackson; Awarded $1,000
Baptist Leader Loses
Suit To Rev. Herring

Final Rites Held
For Dr. Roulhac
Final rites for Dr. Christo- Memphis and Shelby County.
ther Maxwell Roulhac, 85, His survivors include his
wife, Mrs. Isabelle Wood Roulsere held on Sunday at T. H.
Hayes and Sons Funeral home
and at St. Thomas Cathdlic
church. A rosary was said by
Father Theodore, at the funeral
parlor and mass said at the
church by Father Patrick.
Dr. Roulhac, who had practiced medicine for 55 years before retiring two years ago because of failing health, died at
his residence on last Thursday
at 810 E. McLemore.
A native of Chipley, Fla.,
Dr. Roulhac attended Florida
A & M college, Atlanta university and the Howard University
Medical School.
A past president of the 11.1
City Medical association, he
had served on the boards of
union Protective Life Insurance
'MISS BLUES BOWL' CROWNED — Miss Jacqueline Mccompany and Abe Scharff YMCauley, a student at Father Bertrand High school, was
CA, and was a trustee of Owen
DR. C. M. ROULHAC
crowned "Miss Blues Bowl" during halftime ceremonies
college and St. Augustine Cathat the benefit Blues Bowl game staged at Melrose stadium
olic church.
hac; a daughter, Mrs. Alma
last Friday night, and placing the crown on her head is
ink He served as medical exami• Booth of 1179 Cannon, princiMayor William B. Ingram, Jr. In photo, from left, are Miss
111Per for Universal and Atlanta pal of Keel Avenue Elementary
Barbara Gardner, first alternate, Melrose High school;
Life Insurance companies, was school; a son, Christopher M.
Miss Willa Eva Smith, Mitchel High, fifth runner-up;
a physician for school athletics Roulhac, Jr., of Philadelphia,
Mayor Ingram, Miss McCauley, Miss Dorothy Brown, setfor St. Augustine Catholic and executive secretary of the
school, Booker T. Washington Columbia branch of the YMCA
High school and LeMoyne col- there;
four
grandchildren,
lege.
Christopher Booth, Phillip
Dr. Roulhac was for 25 years Booth, Jr., and Christopher M.
•
•
a member of the Delta Boule Roulhac and
Miss Yvonne
chapter of Sigma Pi Phi frater- Roulhac; and two great-grandnity, a member of Alpha Phi children.
Alpha fraternity, and belonged Interment was in Elmwood'
to the Citizens Associatioo of cemetery on Monday morning.

A Memphis minister, who nut Dr. Jackson to embarrass
served as supervisor of the Baptists all over this nation?"
Baptist Freedom Farm in Fayette County, Was awarded DEMONSTRATORS' TARGET
$1,000 last week in a suit in. During recent years, Dr.
volving Dr. Joseph II. Jackson, Jackson has not only been a
president of the National Bap- target of criticism within Baptist circles, but has come under
tist Convention, USA, Inc.
attack from civil rights groups
Rev. Samuel II. Herring, all over the country.
pastor of St. Paul Baptist Ile has been hooted and drivchurch at 1144 E. McLemore en
from
public
platforms
ave., filed the suit in the Cir- across the nation, while his
cuit
Court
at Somerville, church in Chicago, the Mt. Olicharging that the Baptist lead- vet Baptist church, has been
er hired him to supervise the picketed by civil rights groups.
farm in 1963, and that after he Dr. Jackson was criticized
had planted and cultivated a most recently viten, during a
crop which brought the farm
some $6,000, he was dismissed
without pay by Dr.'Jackson at
harvest time.

o

ond runner up, and Miss Alice Alexander, H amilton, third
alternate. More than 5,000 persons attended the benefit
game between the Carver Iligh School Blue Devils of Tupelo,
Miss., and Manassas High school's Tigers. The home folk
were overjoyed when the Tigers scored a touchdown in the
last 10 seconds of play to win it 14 to 13. The game is
sponsored by the Elks and funds will be used to buy food
for the needy at Christmas time. (Robert Morris Photo)

An all-male jury, composed
of It whites and one Negro,
ruled in their verdict that a
verbal contract made by Dr.
Tackson to Rev. Herring was
binding and that the Memphis
minister, a longtime loyal and
faithful friend of the controversial clergyman, was entitled to
the sum of $1,000 for bis work.
OFFICIALS AT TRIAL

Yardman Slain Dixie Punishes 1st March Of Dimes
Finalists To Be
In Fight With
Goldsmith Maid White acia Killer Crowned Sun.

During the trial, Dr. Jackson,
who appeared as agent and
supervisor of the farm, sat at
a table flanked by Dr. T. J.
Jamerson of Baton Rouge, La.,
secretary of the Convention,
and Dr. L. G. Carr of Philadelphia, the Convention treasurer.

$6,000 Expected
In UNCF Report

Strange Draws 10 Years
For Slaying Willie Brewster

Thug Stages$2,000
Holdup At Loan Firm

Bunche Among
NAACP Directors

,PSIE

DR. J. 11. JACKSON
meeting in Northern Mississippi, he was reported to have said
that Congressional investigations of the Ku Klux Klan
should be stopped, and that the
Committee involved in unmasking the terrorists should
direct its attention to Communists.
At one point during the trial,
Dr. Jackson Was asked by Rev.
Herring's attorney why he did
not wish to pay Rev. Herring,
the leading Baptist said that
the money belonged to the Convention and that if Rev. Herring had statements and receipts to back up his claims,
he would have no objections to
his being paid.

Also on hand to Witness the
A coronation ceremony to trial were a number of board
, A 42-year-old yardman was
crown the top five finalists in members of the COnvention.
!shot to death by the maid at
the March Of Dimes Princess- Following the trial, one memthe Goldsmith's residence last
es contest will be held on next ber of the Convention told the
'Friday evening, and two other
Sunday afternoon at 4 P.M. at Tri-State Defender that some
persons were wounded in separate shootings over the week- ANNISTON, Ala. — For the Connie Lynch. a traveling se- the Klondike school auditorium. officials of the, National Bap!first time in modern history, a gregationist, addressed a rally The contest is being sponsor- tist Convention close to `Dr.
end.
ed by the Memphis and Shelby Jackson had attempted to have
! Sammie Mosley Jr. of 1466 Southern jury has convicted a ,in Anniston..
Lynch told the crowd then County chapter of the National him settle the matter out of
Carr was slain by a single blast twhite man of a racial killing.
from a .410 shotgun when he In this citadel of segregation,,that "If it takes killing to get Foundation. Funds solicited by court, but that the Baptist
Another $1,000 was added to, Squire H. T. Lockhard, gen- attempted to enter 'the Isome of an all-white jur y convicted,the niggers out of the white the girls will be used for re- leader refused and said that he
the United Negro College Fund leral chairman of the drive, Fred Goldsmith at 4495 Park Hubert Damon Strange of sec-,man's streets a mid to protect search to eradicate birth de- was going to have the court
ampaign last week, pushing said he expected the total to ave. after threatening The maid ond degree murder for t h e,our constitutional rights, I say fects among children at the decide who was right in the
reach $6,000 this week.
he total to $3,185.25.
center at Frank Tobey ilospi• matter, himself or Rev. Herof 40 years, Mrs. Naomi Cole- nightrider slaying of Willie —kill them."
ring.
Brewster, a Negro, and sen- After Strange's case went to tal for Children.
man of 1239 Greenwood.
Goal for the campaign, which
Mrs. Coleman told police that tenced him to 10 years in pri- the jury, Judge Parker began Some 23 girls are among the A number of the supporters
I continues through Dec. 31, is
hearing anothe r—unrelated finalists in the contest, and the
Moseley had been drinking son.
of the Convention said they
$25,000. Report meetings are
five raising the highest
heavily and that she had told Strange was speechless. His —murder case.
'held on Tuesday nights, 7:30
The jury came back with its amounts of money will receive felt the organization had already
him that she would report this attorney we pt and denounced
!o'clock, in the faculty lounge at
verdict in the midst of a recess all-expenses paid educational been to court too inany times 'FOR IMPROVEMENTS'
ta Mr. Goldsmith when he re- the jurors as "white niggers."
In the second case. It took the trips to Chicago later this under the administration of Dr. The cross examination con'LeMoyne College.
turned from his vacation in The jury was escorted out of
cluded with Rev, Herring's
Jackson.
the courthouse by state troop- court by surprise.
month.
Workers reporting last week Florida.
lawyer countering by asking
Only about 15 whites were in
ers.
asked,
"How
Accompanying
the
girls
will
One
woman
After
he
made
his
threat,
were:
Dr. Jackson if he had statethe courtroom and there was
Mrs. Coleman said she locked The all-male jury deliberated one elderly Negro in the bal- be Mrs. W. T. Fort and Mrs. long is the Convention and the ments and recipts to show how
The National Safety Council
Board of Directors going to per- $26,000 had been spent on the
said Tuesday that traffic fa- Mr. Utillus Phillips Sr. (la- the door, and after he broke more than 10 hours before re- cony. When the foreman an- Henry Hall.
talaties this year are running bor), 125; Mrs. Ernestine Peo- the lock off the screen she turning the verdict after 20 nounced the verdict, dead sifarm during the same year,
ahead of 1964. The last month pies, $50 from Gospel Temple armed herself with a gun be. ballots.
lence gripped the room. It was
and he answered by stating
Strange, 25, and two other broken dilly by a loud, gasping
tabulated, October, was the Baptist Church; Mrs. Alzora E. longing to her employer.
that it had been used for 'capiHaste (retired city school When the yardman attempt- white men were indicted for grunt from Billy Mack Quick, a
deadliest one of the year.
tal improvements, equipment
teacher)., $15 cash and $5 ed to enter by the den window, the killing. Brewster was mor- friend of Strange sitting in the
and labor."
The council said the October pledge; Mrs. Ann L. Weathers she
fired once, killing Moseley tally wounded July 15 by a shot back of the room.
The farm in Fayette county
toll of 4,820 persons was 5 per (at large), $97; Elder Blair T. instantly.
fired from a passing car as A look of dismay and disbewas originally bought in 1961
cent above one year earlier, Hunt (at large), $30, including Facts
home
from
the
founhe
drove
regarding the shooting
lief swept Strange's face.
by the Baptists for a refuge
and the toll for the first 10 $20 from Sunshine Fund of
dry where he worked.
Misslender youth
for tenant farmers who had
months of the year was 39,760, sissippi Boulevard Christian will be presented to the Grand The other two suspects, Lewis Strange, a taU,
with blond hair in ducktail, said
Jury, according to Insp. E. C.
been dismissed by white landor 2 per cent more than the Church: Mr. J. A.
Beauchamp Swann. Mrs. Coleman has not Blevins, 26, and Johnny Ira nothing.
owners for registering to vote,
miame period of 1964.
Defries, 29, will be tried later.
Police are still looking for what was in it. She brought
(at large), $10, and Mr. Nor- been charged.
but all have since moved off the
Strange's attorney, militant
"an average" man, as describ- back a bag containing only
lir Another 1.4 million Ameri- vell B. Powell (housing nroj- Shot in the leg while walking segregationist
farm.
J. B. Stoner,
ed
by
Lawrence
Wade,
petty
cash.
who
cans suf:ered disabling injuries ects), $10.
near Mississippi and Trigg last
One tenant farmer, F. I,. Anstood in the courtroom w ith
held up the Mutual Federal After grabbing all the monthrough October this year.
derson, was slated to appear
City SchoolTeachersD. , Saturday night was Fred Abs- tears streaming down his
Saving
and
ey,
the
gunman
told
Mrs.
Fritz,
Loan
Association
against Dr. Jackson later in the
Chicago retained its place as sion, Miss Harry Mae Simmons, ton, 19, of 1851 Kellner Circle, checks and said "I was surprislast Wednesday.
Mrs. Grace Brown, another
week, but a settlement was reed that a jury of 12 so-called
sakst of the large cities with a chairman, $245.25, including 'PI' 5'
cashier,
Homer
Mitchell,
the
rate of 2.8 traffic deaths per 598 from Klondike Elementary, The victim told officers that white men would convict an in- NEW YORK — (NPI) — Dr. According to Mr. Wade, the messenger; and Mr. Wade to portedly reached.
manager,
the
gunman
entered
he heard two shots and felt a nocent person on such a flimsy
10,000 registered vehicles. New
Ralph J., Bundle, UN under the Association at about 2:15, lie on the floor while he made LOCAL LAWYERS
$73.25 from Douglass Elemen- sting in the calf of his leg, and
York was second, and Detroit
case."
his getaway.
Both Dr. Jackson and Rev.
third, both with figures of about tary, and $64 from Kansas Ele- 'realized he had been shot. He Circuit Judge Roi;ert Parker secretary-general was one out and told Mrs. Beulah Fritz, a
Iclaimed he knew nothing more was to pass the formal sen- of 10 persons nominated for re- cashier in the establishment, It was the second robbery of Herring obtained Somerville at3.6.
mentary.
the
Association
this
year
and
he
that
make
a
paywanted
to
;about the incident.
tence—already fixed by the jury election to six at-large posts on
torneys to represent them in
For the 10 months, California County School Teachers Divi-i In the third incident, Willie in its verdict. Stoner said he
ment on a loan, after which he the third of its history.
the dispute before Circut Court
showed a decrease of 3 per cent sion, Messers R. J. Roddy and'Pruitt, 43, of 14 W. Illinois was would try to get Strange out of the NAACP board of directors pulled aa revolver
d p andd told her The last hold-up was in Judge Mark A. Walker. Dr.
by adult branches throughout
in its traffic fatalities, from
was
all March of this year, by Jerry Jackson was represented by
Wells, co-chairmen, shot in the upper part of the jail then on an appeal bond.
3,851 last year to 3,747 this year; Cornell
the cash money'.
Ford, who was later arrested Atty. John Wilder, while Rev.
argument with Judge Parker told the jurors the country.
stomach
in
an
$699,
including:
Arlington,
$12;
Michigan, 2 per cent, from 1,692
his
e abouto ey.
before they left that "if any Others include Dr. Leonard Being told upon employment, In St. Louis, and is serving 20 Herring was represented by
1,651;
Illinois,
1
per
cent,
to
Barret's Chapel, $144; Bartlett, Both the husband and the attempt to intimidate or chas- L. Burrs, New Orleans; John cashiers are
advised to do as years in a federal penitentiary Atty. J. P. Matthews.
from 1,791 to 1,781; and New $15: Brunswick, $26; Caplevillc, wife had been drinking heavily,
tise a juror is made, please let Davis, East Orange, N. J. instructed if a hold-up should for holding up the Association After the case was decided
York, 1 per cent, from 2,225 to
with a sawed-off shotgun.
in Rev, lierring's favor, he
$108; Collierville, $63; Ford police said, and when the wife it be known to the court."
Klvie Kaplan, Boston; Theo- ocCur, and Mrs. Fritz did just
2,205.
According to Wade. the rob- shook hands with Dr. Jackson
As he lay dying in a hospi- dore Berry, Cincinnati; Alfred that.
Road, $36: E. A. Harrold, complained about her husband
keeping ten dollars of his pay tal, Brewster said he had nevSeeing that he had only a beries have resulted in Mutual and said that he hoped that
Pennsylvania rose 11 per cent,
$108; Lakeview. $81; Spring
when there was not enough for er taken part In civil rights Baker Lewis, Greenwich, Conn.; small sum of $2,000 from the Federal's to installing a new there would be no hard feel!
from 1,500 deaths in ten months
last year to 1,659 through Oct. Hill, $51; Wells, $6, and White's bills, she shot him in the sto- activity. Two hours before he and Mrs. Margaret Push Wil- cash drawers, he told her to alarm system for protectionlings. lir. Jackson had no coinChapel. $48.
mach with a .22 revolver.
lips year.
was shot, Stoner and the Rev, son, St. Louis,
go to the vault and give him against such robberies.
merit in return,

O
'65 Traffic
Fatalities
Set Record
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Merchants Who Advertise In The TRI-STATE DEFENDER Are Telling You
They Appreciate Doing Business With You. Patronize Them

r. _and

:s

iolved in the fighting.
-It must be a tragic thing foe;
pareMs of youngsters who are.
hying in the course of doinj,:.
their duty to have to witness
advocating
fellow Americans
the enemy cause and attacking,.
the character of our kids oat
the front lines," he declared.
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to
his dog
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k was
termer,

all di,
ly
covery tIvit a shrapnel wound in
the right hip of their first-born
was not a critical one and that
doctors predicted he would have
to spend only three days under
hospitalization.
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Pittsburgh
Courier Editor
Attacks King

Toys Good As New On
Display At Goodwill
Dolls, toys and wheel goods,
Goodwill's
by
reconditioned
Handicapped Workers, are displayed at the Goodwill stores.
Your purchases provide work

Starts Sat. Dec. II
One Big Week

and wages for Goodwill's Handicapped. Goodwill stores are at
94 No. secoind, 2850 "Lamar, 245
So. Main and 1169 So. Bellevue.
Will you check your christmas doll needs? Then check
the Goodwill stores. There are
hundreds of hand-dressed dolls
on display at these non-profit
stores where sales benefit the
handicapped. The dolls were
donated last year, thereby providing work and wages for
handicapped workers repairing
and cleaning them. Let the holiday giving spirit last all year.
Do this by remembering
Goodwill whenever you have
discards to give, and by making purchases in the Goodwill
stores. Goodwill's handicapped
wish you a blessed Christmas.

CINCINNATI, Ohio — (UPI)
— A Negro newspaper columnist, who is a member of the
John Birch Society, has denounced Dr. Martin Luther ,
King, Jr., as an agitator who
"Las dohe nothing but infuriate
the white people."

'Tile Nobel Peace Prize is
nothing but a gimmick anyway," Schuyler said. "Dun't
gee what Martin Luther King
did ha world peace. He didn't
,ii. anything 1 u r domestic ,
neace.'

KINGSTON, England—(UP1)
—Donald Snowden was behind
bars on what should have been
his honeymoon. Snoden was arrested minutes after his wedding. Police charged him with
stealing the car he used to drive
to the wedding.

. . The 1805
CHARITY C011511TTEE
steering committee of the Colored Citizens
Council's 18th annual Christmas charity
fund met recently to make final plans for
Its annual Yuletide Benefit Talent Show
and Coronation of its king and queen uhich
is to be held 5 p.m., Sunday, Dec. t2, at
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the Foote Homes .1,:ditorium seated left to
right are: Mr. Willie Lay. eo-chairman;
Noble Thornton. executive vice president.
Standing lett to right are L. Raymond
L?norn, president; and Inshep Mays, treasurer.

Although he criticized civil ,
rights demonstrations in ,;enoral, Schuyler had praise for
'he National Association for the
4dvancement of Colored People
(NAACP).
Dr. Bruce Green, president
of the Cincinnati Branch of the
NAACP said, "We can get
along without Schuyler's endorsement."

Monthly Parley Held By PTA

SALES•SERVICE•RENTALS
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DIANA TAYLOR

Vanderbilt Nurse
To Be Wed Dec. 18.

Announcement of Stafford's hols, James Williams and KathPresident, Mrs. Johnnie WeaSTAFFORD SCHOOL NEWS
Dr. and Mrs. Henry I,. Tay- lion from Florida A & M uniPTA NEWS
thers; first vice president, Mrs. Honor Roll for the Second Sixth ryn Williamson.
lor of Nashville, Tenn , and versity.
Phone
Period:
Weeks
4-01
Mrs.
Grade
E.
Gregory,
The PTA Organization of Staf- I Morris; second vice-president,
Washington, D.C., have announ- She is a registered nurse and
Grade 2-01 Mrs. C. Taylor. teacher:
682-4637
ford School under the leadership Mrs. C. Strickland; secretary, teacher:
ced the engagement and ap- is employed at. Vanderbilt UniCynthia
Boyd,
Debra
Alexanof the following officers held Mrs. Viola Cooper; asst. secremarriage of their versity hospital in Nashville.
Deborah Bradd, Julia Samp- der, Victor Cooper, Debaroh proaching
482 S. Perkins Ext.
its monthly meeting Wednesday tary, Mrs. Jacqueline Ross;
Miss Diana Yvonne The bridegroom-to-be was.
son, Sharron Catron, Annette Gleese, Joyce Weathers, Rosa- daughter,
Dec. 1.
treasurer, Mrs. Mary Bradley; Stone, Gina Nichols, Yvonne lind Epps and Daniel Howard. Taylor, to Jasper Washington, graduated front .Cardoza Highdlik
historian, Mrs. Bonnie Buckley; Harrison, Geraldine Meredith. Grade 4-02 Mrs. A. Young, Jr., of Las Vegas, Nev., son of in Washington. Ile attended Val-w
Mr. and Mrs. Jasper Washing- lejo Junior college and was
parliamentarian, Mrs. Louise Donald Cofield, Carlos Fant.
ton of Washington, D.C.
chairman!, Terry Hopson, Charles Robertprogram
Harris;
Tennessee
from
graduated
Mrs. Lola Hayes; devotional,son, Charles Wright and Andre
The bride-elect was graduat- State university.
leader, Mrs. Pauline Allen; Young.
ed from Pearl High School, at- The wedding will be soleminmembership chairman, Mrs. Grade 2-02 Mrs. B. Nichols:
tended Tennessee State univer- zed Dec. 18 in Nashville's hisMary Walker.
Virginia Snell, Estella Bendsity and received a bachelor of toric First Baptist Church on
Under the leadership of Mrs.,ford, Sharon Batts, Marilyn Moscience degree in nursing educe- Capitol Hill.
Mary Walker the membership retie, July Gleese, Veronica
drive is well on its way. It is Gray, Annette Beck, Addie Walhoped by Mrs. Walker that the.ker, Angela Jones, Merilyn Bur
members of the PTA will be a'son, Prince Turner, Phylis,
tremendous force in working to- Booker, Leon Sales, Randy Hop-!
ward bringing closer relations son, Ronald Price, Donald Nal.'
INCORPORATED.
to the home and the school, so ly and William Callicut.
that parents and teachers may Grade 3-01 Mrs. J. Ross, teacher
cooperate intelligently in , the Shelia Hill, Rhodis Walton,
Carolyn Stepter, Parnlea Nictraining of the child.
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley W. Turn- She is also a member of the
er announce the engagement of Beta Tau chapter of the Alpha
their daughter. Miss Irene Kappa Alpha Sorority.
Turner to Mr. Henry E. Bar- Mr. Barrentine, Jr., son of
rentine, Ja.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry E. BarrettThe bride-elect is a graduate tine, Sr. of Millington, is also,,
of Woodstock High. She is now a graduate of Woodstock. After
MRS. JOHNNIE WEATIIERS a senior at LeMoyne College completing a tour of duty with
majoring in mathematics. She the U.S. Army its Orleans,
teacher
Vivian Seals, Marilyn Kenne- is president of the student Ten- France, he was employed bygb
dy, Kervin Edwards and Patri- nessee Education Congress, a Sears.
member of the LeMoyne Stu- The vows will be exchanged
cia Williams.
Grade 5-01 Mrs. M. Bradley, dent Christian Fellowship As- Dec. 19, at the New Mt. Pleasant Baptist church.
sociation, and NAACP.
teacher:
Verron Fant, Terrence Hill,
Vercel Martin, Jesse Mickey,
Patricia Den, Soennia Ervin,
Marzie Harris, Lois McKay,
I Phyllis White and Leola Shelton,
Grade 5-02 Mrs. A. Turner,
teacher:
Gwendolyn Beck, Linda Burose, Dorothy Hankins, Debra
Hicks, Lovretta Foster, Paulette
Price, Velma Walton and Robert McKennie.
Grade 6-01 Mrs. I Morris, teacher:
Derry Harper, Author Tyler
and Joel Weathers.
Grade 6-02 Mrs. P. Allen, teach161 South Main 527.8581
er:
' Robert Bowen, Jo Ann Busby,
152 Madison Ave 525.1611
Rita Cofield, Samella Johnson
I and Wendolyn Springfield.

midsouth
Glass co.
TECHNISCOPE lTECHNICOl0111'

•

George S. Schuyler, syndicated columnist and associate •
editor of the Pittsburgh Courier,
declared that King did nothing
In merit the Nobel Peace Prize.
Schuyler spoke at Notre Dame
Academy in nearby Park
. Ky., betore the Greater Cincinnati Ann-titan Opinion Speakers
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COLUMBIA PICTURES
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1853 So. Bellevue

LeMoyne Senior To
Be Married Dec. 19
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WITHOUT INCREASING YOUR
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FOR YOUR HOLIDAY CASH

DIXIE FINANCE CO.

CSS
fashion specialists

Cultured pearls, so richly iridescent. Graduated pearl necklace, from
$30 to $1,000. Uniform pearls, choker or matinee length, from $30 to
$2,000. Single pearl for pierced ears or with screw back, from $14.50
to $500. Pearl and diamond earrings, from $42 50 to $650.

2
1
2 to 32/
/
in sizes 18 to 60 and 161

dainty nylon tricot
robe and gown set
15.00
1417.441

Ask for our Twelve-Days-Of-Christmas Catalogue,
filled with unusual gift ideas.

MAIN at MONROE • LAURELWOOD
Jackson, Tenn.

38 to 48

gift wrapped FREE

ORDER BY MAIL OR PHONE IA 6-7633 • OPEN AN ACCOUNT

JEWELERS

complete

stunning Christmas gift
suggestion Mai is as practical
as it is pretty! .. drip-dry nylon
tricot waltz length gown with
matching robe ... each has tiny
floral applique for accent ...
choose ice blue or petal pink

Prize catch for fashion's new total look, our Courreges-cued bits of
jeweled whimsy in 14K gold. Left to right: Crab with diamond eyes,
$95. Fishy fantasies with ruby eyes, small textured fish, $30. Big fish,
$38.50. Sea urchin pin, sparkling with diamond in 18K gold, $90.
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downtown and union ave.

Watch her eyes light up when you give her an exquisite diamond
ring. From top: cluster of diamonds, $1,500. Pear shaped diamonds
with baguettes, 51,950. Diamond jubilee in platinum, $1,300.
Oriental rubies dramatized with diamonds, 51,100.

To

MAIL ORDERS: Add 50o
postage plus a% for Tennessee delivery.

BE./

•

Combine fashion with function in a sculptured timepiece by Omega.
Mesh bracelet leafed with diamonds to cover watch, $350. Tailored
watch in satin finished gold with sapphire crystal, $150. The bold,
beautiful Omega, wide covered bracelet, $475. All watches in 14K gold.
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Porter PTA To
Present Yule
Program Dec.9

• •

II

Porter's PTA meeting for
Thursday, Dec. 9, at 7:30 p.m.
In the cafeteria, will feature
a Christmas program and attendance prizes. All parents art
invited to attend this programi.
planned for their enjoyment. ,
The annual PTA membership
drive closes at this time. !qt.,.
Dorothy Russell, vice president,
! and Principal A. B. Owens, Jr ,
are urging all homerooms to be
i00 per cent. A prize is offered
for the largest number of mem
herships over 100 per cent.
Progrsm plans and committees will be presented for the:
remainder of the year's work.1
' All efforts are directed toward
thc improvement of the welf;ti,
of children and youth.

LOOKING OVER 837.500 GRANT -- President Hollis F. Price and Dr. Juanita V. Williamson of LeMoyne look over $37,500 grant
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awarded the college for a study of speech
patterns of Negro high school students in
Memphis.

LeMoyne Graduate
To Attend School
For Navigators
Thomas L. Saulsberry, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie D. Saul,

.1.*am.

ir •
igfixok,a4
14,2the
4• It,..0 • '

retary; Mary Knox, Leona Baker. vier president; Audrey
Hayes, executive secretary, Principal Melvin Conley, and
William Harden, advisor. On back row, same order, are
James Knox. chaplain; Preston Garrett, vice president;
James Jett, president; Richard Wallace, Danny Crawford.
business manager, and Gregory Farmer, parliamentarian.
(MLR Photo)

DOUGLASS STUDENT COUNCIL — Members of the Douglass High school Student Council were installed for 1966
In a ceremohy in the high school gymnasium recently and
T. Lockard of
was preceded by an address by Squire
the Shelby County Court, who later installed the officers.
From left, front row. are Squire Lockard, Stella Taylor,
treasurer; I.inda R. Leigh, financial secretary; Mary Knox,
Leona Baker, %lee president; Audrey Hayes, e.xecittiy e see•

ust Choir To Sing In Support Of Drive

LeMoyne Gets $37,500 Two Stars Of
Florida School
For Speech Research Sign With KC

;
tit
t1cir
Force upon graduation from Of—
f leer Training School at Lack- •rhe Memphis chapter of the paign is designed to raise funds Mary E. TaBort!, MINS Beulah Mabery, George Brack, Mrs.
land AFR, Texas.
Margaret I Anna It. Willis, Miss Lillie
Mrs.
Rust College Alumni Associa- for the Centennial Building Thompson,
Lieutenant Saulsberry. se- lion will launch the Centennial which will be a gymnasium - Brooks, Mrs Ruby Riles, JamesIlloberts and Miss Audry Wright.
icted for ()TS through coin-.
Campaign among Rust I auditorium.
petitive examination, is being Thrust
1.-,signed to Mather AFB, Calif., college alumni in the Memphis The campaign is being sup.
area on Sunday, Dec. 2, at the ported by friends and Methodfor navigator training.
LeMoyne college has been a-ithis study," said Dr. William.
Centenary Methodist church at ist churches in Mississippi, Alawarded a grant of $37.500 toison. "is to describe the speech
DAYTONA BEAC11, Fla. — The lieutenant, a graduate ofj878 Mississippi Blvd.
make a study of speech pat-lof the Negro high school stu- The Kansas City Chief signed Geeter lliglt school at White.
bama, North and South Dakotas
terns of Negro high school stu- dents of Memphis and to corn- two members of the Bethune- haven, received his bachelor of The annual Program will fea- Minnesota and Iowa.
capella
a
College
Rust
the
ture
with
dents in Memphis.
pare their speech patterns
Cookman College Wildcats im arts degree in 1964 from Lechoir and films showing the con- The Memphis chapter is seekgm he grant is the result of a those of the standard English mediately after they had played Moyne college.
vocation introducing the Centen- ing support through pledges
Illiposal made earlier this year of the area."
their final game on Saturday
from alumni
nial Year of Rust College.
by Dr. Juanita V. Williamson. "It is hoped," she said, "that' night, Nov. 27, a 22 to 18 win
"Our Alma Mater is making, Mrs. Willis said, "The pledge
well-known linguist and a pro- the study will lead to a better over Allen University in 'Tammuch progress and we would system offers opportunities for
lessor of English at LeMoyne. understanding of what needs to pa.
•
tike for the Rust College Alumni a planned system of in.
Dr. Williamson, a LeMoYna be done if these students are
Chief's scout. Lloyd
The
CALL JIMMIE JONES
and friends in the Memphis area vestment in Christian higher edu
graduate and native Memphian. to learn to use standard Eng- Wells, signed Elijah Gibson, a
to see what is being done." rat ion.
resides at 1217 Cannon.
lish."
PH. 526-4580
six-foot-two-inch 243 pound fullstate Mrs. Anna R. Willis, pres- Serving on the campaign comTWO-YEAR STUDY
TO TAPE SPEECH
back and Rudolph Barber, a'
ident of the Memphis chapter.1 mittee are Mrs. Queen Ester
The grant will cover a two- , In explaining procedures of
six-foot 251 tackle.
year period and is made possi- the project, Dr. Williamson!
The Centennial Thrust cam- Smith, Mrs. Fannie Britton, Mrs
ble by the U. S. Office of Edu- said: "The speech of students! Gibson, an SIAC all-conferto
selected
the
was
ence
player,
cation's Cooperatiie Research in three of the large high!
little All America and thePittsDivision.
schools, where the student body
Dr Williamson is director of is totally Negro, will be taped., burgh Courier All-American
the • project which is already The speech of the more privi- team.
lie has gained 538 yards,
leged as well as the less privi-'scored
nine touchdowns, carried
faculty members are working leged will be studied.
two-point
five
conversions,
with her as research assistants.
I.T. T. I.. S U 1,SIII:It ill'
insessions
and
"Classrooms
boosting his season's total
Miss Marilu Sanchez and Mrs
will
both
be
discussions
formal
points to 66. Chosen third by
Vera Stephens Clark.
students will the Chiefs, it is the
highest
Miss Sanchez is assistant pro- taped. Eighteen
individually. rating in the
draft rounds of
lessor of French and Russian be interviewed
:
analyzed
be
material
will
The
any Negro player from Florida.
at LeMoyne. She is a Woodrow
of the sound.
Wilsbn Fellow and holds the and a description
Rudolph Barber is oustand-,
and syn•1
morphology
sYstem,
Unifrom
Yale
degree
miter's
tax, will be made. This then!, ing on offense and defense. Ile'
versity.
will be compared with that of was captain of the 1965 WildOB IFCTIVES
cats.
English."
Airs. Clark, wife of George standard
W'ASIIINGTON — (U1'1) —
Wrk. Jr., principal of A. B. Dr. Williamson said, "Iligh
Atty. Gen. Nicholas- DeB. Eat,
Hill Elementary School. is a school teachers in recent years
enbach considers the two et% il
former high school English have begun to feel that somerights convictions in Alabama
teacher in the Memphis Public thing can and must be done at,
equal
School System. She is now as- i the high school level to improve! SPOKANE. Wash. — (UPI), last week a "victory for
oh•
sistant to the registrar at Le,the speech of their students." — Thirty-five fugitive head of I justice in the South" and an
Moyne and teaches a course in She said the current project! cattle led motorized policemen' ject lessor for racial terrorists
will help find the answer to this on a wild chase through the! The convictions by two all,
English.
;streets and freeways of Soo- White juries of three Ku Klux
'The primary objective of problem.
kane.
Klansmen on Federal conspiraAt one point, an officer re•1 cy charges and a white man
ported that the herd was "mov- in the shooting of a Negro show
ing west along a freeway at a, racial terrorists "can no longer
high rate of speed." A woman! rely on the poisonous view that
called police in bewilderment:, acts of terrorism, no matter
"I can't explain it. but there's how brutal or cowardly, will go
unpunished," Katzenbach said
I a bull in my backyard."
After nine hours, the cattle in a statement.
lie said such persons ••no
were finally rounded up and
Annual LeMoyne Sunday, con- Charles Mickle is pastor.
loaded on Armour Co. trucks' longer can he sure that racial
i
of
president
Miles,
ducted by seniors of the college, Willie T.
for the trip back to the packing brutality will be immunized by
will feature George Owen, new- the senior class, will give the! plant.
racial prejudice among jupors.'
Tougaloo
ly elected president of
call to worship. Miss Georganne
as
Miss.,
Tougaloo,
College at
Wainwright will present the
speaker.
speaker.
guest
The event is scheduled for
progh Sunday, Dec. 12, dicing: Other speakers on themiller,
NW 11 o'clock hour at Second gram are Mrs. Debris
Congregational Church, Walker Carl Maples, Miss „iiiekie Bruce
at McDowell. The Rev. John and Miss Mealy Williams.

HOME IMPROVEMENTS
CANVASSED, SOLICITORS,
CANVASSERS- 4 HOURS
DAILY, TOP COMMISSION

Verdict Labeled
'Victory For
Equal Justice'

INCREDIBLE SALE
World's Most Beautiful

FAMILY BIBLE

Cattle Chase

New Tougaloo Prexy

To Speak Here Sunday

0

AmmyDavis,Jr.
THE MILITARY 'ORDEAL OF

lhe fabulous star of the entertainment
world has written a first person book,
"Yes I Can" In December EBONY, you can
read Sammy's own account of his sometimes
funny. sometimes almost tragic experiences
in the Army the suffered every possible pain
and human indignity and came out of it
the great man and great star he is today.

•

ikente fo

DIXIE BUS COMPANY
AT

A CROSSROADS

In Winslon•Satem. North Carolina.
Metro owned and operated bus
company is giving its white competitor a real run for the money
At stake is the patronage of all
the bus riders in the city Who will
win it the Negro company or the
white company?

/
DER
4
Me
An [BONY ehotot_ditorial on
the reasons why Coil.. Leroy
Wilkins was not convicted of
the murder el Mrs Viola
Limo, a white trot rights
worker. A thoughtful suggestion
conceraina the Slath Amendment
to the Constitution,

PART
TWO
POWER
BLACK
by Lorene Benneft Jr.
It was the year 1868. That was the year when the black
people made themselves felt as a political power in
the Republic, the year of the historic Reconstruction
conventions which revolutionized the legal foundations of the South. The Negro was PCRIal ... or was het
December EBONY now on your

'Which cast a merrier
glow over an 18th century
English Christmas:
TheYule Log
or Gordon's?
While Yule Logs warmed
fireplaces, Gordon's warmed
friendships. Such a brilliant,
cheering gin. The English
have been devoted to it for
195 Christmases.The 196th
coming up. It's still England's biggest-seller. America's too. In fact, the whole
joyful world's. This Christmas, join the world-wide
festivities. Keep spirits high
with Gordon's. And don't
forget New Year's. It's an
inspiring accompaniment to
"Auld Lang Syne."

EBONY

PUBLISHER'S PRICE BREAK!
NMOORE $1105
49.95...

NOW

The most beautiful bible ever printed..,one that can
be handed down in the family from generation to
generation. This is the magnificent $49.95 lifetime
edition in the authorized King James version.. truly
a family heirloom with glowing and vibrant full.
color exalted religious art, illuminated family register, 24-Karat gold on edges of every page, glorious
whae binding for lifetime use.
Hurry! Quantities are limited!

ILAIT • rlr 4Cot Ft AIL NT 91C`
I n.irLAAPLi

411E10.

GOOD ONLY DOWNTOWN STORE - MAIN & GAYOSO

newsstand, or send 50e to:
1820 S MICHIGAN
CHICAGO 60616

TOMORROW...
until Christmas while they last!
Our supply is limited in this sensational

$kee.
P1111181811.5 5. Nibs Mftleilt Smits gig gi it Fig', goo 50 11001 ggoggitier gig CO Ill ,111501,8,4.
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Church To Give
Cotillion For
Debs Dec. 19

Harmony Prevails As 58th
Convocation Is Concluded
There is no Mistake that the ed earlier by the General El- As the organizational structure
58th convocation of the Church ders Council and General As- of the church of God in Christ
stands, the authority and superof God in Christ held here re- sembly.
Senior Bishop Speaks ,. vision of the international orcently began on a sour note
which threatened to disinte- During the session, after all ganization is in the hands of
grate the heretofore peaceful business had transpired, inclu- the executive board, of which
organization,
ding the proposed $50,000 for Bishop Jones is a member, with
It appeared that a split was machinery for the church's pub- one vote and honor as senior
controversy centered around lishing house a world out-reach bishop.
the office of senior bishop and evangelism program, the be- The 58th convocation was then
and the executive board, each gining of the C. 11. Mason adjourned by Bishop A. B. Mcclaiming the constitutional Shrine and a study for the C. H. Ewen, chairman of the execuright to rule and regulate the Mason Theological Seminary, tive board.
affairs of the church.
Senior Bishop 0. T. Jones was Other members of the execuSome of the premature press presented f or words of ex- tive board are Bishops J. S.
Bailey, co-chairman, Detroit;
releases, not supported by fact, pression.
tended to make the matter even Never before had the convo- J. 0. Patterson, general secreworse by indicting Bishops J. cation heard such hearty words tary. Memphis; 0. M. Kelley,
0. Patterson, L. H. Ford, J. S. and witnessed such a spirit of New York City: S. M. Crouch
Bailey and A. B. McEwen, along Christlike humility as Bishop Los Angeles: John White New
with other members of the ex- Jones spoke on the subject of Orleans; B. S. Lyles, Clarks.
ecutive board as being the cause love, peace and unity and pled- dale, Miss.; and C. H. Brew,
of the conflict.
ged to work with the church's New Haven, Conn.
Also L. H. Ford, Chicago; F.
However, on Nov. 19, the Gen- program.
eral Assembly was called into A great demonstration of fel- D. Washington, Brooklyn, N.
session at noon with Bishops A. lowship was displayed as the Y.; E. E. Hamilton, San FranB. McEwen presiding. The Ex- general assembly stood holding cisco; W. G. Shipman. Detroit;
ecutive Board took its place as hands and sung, "Lord, Make C. E. Bennett, Gary Ind.; and
the governing body of t h e Us One, "and all differences Wyoming Wells, Greensboro,
NC.
church, which had been affirm- seemed to have faded away.

Warren
Methodist chiggi
will present its first anal&
Debutante Cotillion on Sunday,
Dec. 19, in the Carver High
school auditorium at 4 p.m.
Mrs. Laura Ephraim is chairman of the event, Mis. E.
Crawford co-chairman, and
Rev. T. E. White minister of
church.
the'
A turkey dinner was given
last Sunday night at the home
of Mrs. R. Machin at 2389
Hawkins Mill rd., Raleigh.
The church is located at 1606
Kansas st.

COGIC BISHOPS — Before returning lionie,%ishops of the
Church of God in Christ assembled for this photograph.
Seated at desk, from left, are Bishops A. B. McEwen, 0. 'F.
Jones, senior bishop, and J. 0. Patterson, Sr., Standing,

same order, are Bishops J. W. White, W .G. Shipman, C. E.
Bennett, S. M. Crouch, 0, M. Kelly, J. S. Bailey, B. S. Lyle,
Wyoming Wells, C. II. Brewer and L. ii. Ford. (Withers
Photo/

Choir Plans A Tea Charity Club To

I Ward Chapel To
Observe Friend*
Day Next Sunday

Mrs. Cobh has given musical
concerts throughout the Mid
Present Program
South for the past several years.
Il•
Choir Number Two of St. An- The Mares Baker Charity
She is head choir directress at St.
drews AME church will have its Club held a meeting at the resiSt. John Baptist church and
teacher of vocal music aml
annual Pre-Christmas tea Sun- dence of Mrs. Marable, 687
•
Spanish at Porter Jr. High
day, Dec. 12, from 4 p.m. until Tate avenue. The business conSchool.
7 p.m. in the dining area of the cerned final plans for a proMr. Lewis, a tenor, has been
gram to be given at the Lelia
church.
engaged in singing since his
Walker Club house, Sunday,
early childhood. He is present- St. John Baptist church, fresh
the trustee board at St. John. Mrs. Irene Massey is general Dec. 12 at 4:00 P.M. •
The New Era Club of St. John, majoring in music while at ly affiliated with 11 Cantorium, from celebrating its 97th anni- of
is chairman of the committee chairman and Rev. Elmer Mar- Mrs. Nell Osborne is presiBaptist Church is presenting in A.M. and N. College at Pine a group of local professional versary, will honor Its
pastor, on arrangements.
dent of the club.
tin is pastor.
concert, at 4:00 p.m. Sunday, Bluff, and is working toward singers.
Rev. A. McEwen Williams reDec. 12, Miss Marilyn Antoinette the Master's Degree in music This is the ninth annual musi- cently elected president of the
Mitchell, Miss Ester Pulliam, at Roosevelt University, Chica- cal concert presented by the Tennessee B.M.
and E. convenMrs. Josie Cobb, and Osie B. go. She is presently a vocal New Era club of St. John Bap- tion — with a banquet Friday
Lewis.
music instructor at Lincoln Jr. tist church. Mrs. Joyce Spring- night, Dec. 10th, in the recreafield is president of the club. tion building at Metropolitan
• Miss Mitchell, a soprano, has High School.
had instruction from the late
Baptist Church of which Dr. S.
Madame Florence McCleave,
A. Owens is pastor.
Mrs. Lenietha- C. Branch, and
Dr. Owens, retiring president
while attending LeMoyne, Mr.
of the convention, having servJ. Whittaker.
ed 29 years in that office will
Miss Pulliam, 'a mezzo-sopraalso be honored.
no, has received training also
Rev. Williams came to St.
from Mme. McCleave before
John in 1933 following the Rev.
William G. Bivins who moved
to Atlanta, Ga., to become pastor of Mt. Vernon Baptist
You'll enjoy shopping Big Star where you're always
church and served until his
death.
among friends. . .friendly personnel, friendly
Rev. Williams and congreganeighbors and the favorite national brands you know
tion moved into new St. John
and trust!
at Vance and Orleans in May,
1953, and after ten years celebrated a debt-free service.
Whitney M. Young, the exeRev. Williams' wife is Mrs.
cutive director of the National
Beulah Williams, formerly a
Urban League, said the War on
teacher at Washington High
Poverty programs needs $10
school, and now principal of
billion annually to effectively
Hanley Elementary. By previous
reach the 35 million people it is
marriage there is a daughter.
aimed at.
Mrs. Ruby 'Gene Lewis;, two
sons,
Enoch Theodore of NashYoung told a news conferville, and Charles Allen of
ence at the American Public
Memphis.
Welfare Association convention
The Williams have seven
that the program so far has
grandchildren living.
received only "token appropriaDr. R. Q. Venson, chairman
tions."

Will Honor
pastor With Banquet

New Era Club To
Present Soloists

4

Young Asks
$10 Billion
Poverty Fund

Young said he was satisfied
with the "sincere intent" of the
administrators of the War on
Poverty, such as R. Sergeant
Shriver, but he said he was "a
little concerned with the local
officials . . who feel threatened by the program and who
would seek to exercise control."
— -

Annual Homecoming Day
will be observed at Trinity Baptist church, 1058 Overton Park
avenue, Sunday, Dec. 12.
TO APPEAR IN CONCERT . . . Preparing for their conRegular morning worship will
cert which is to be held at St. John Baptist church Dec.
began at 10:45. The evening
12. at 4:00, are Mrs. Josie Cobb, Miss Marilyn A. Mitchell,
program will be highlighted by
and Mr. Osie B. Lewis, Sr.
an address by the guest speaker, Louis B. Hobson, principal
of Manassas High school.
A. B. Bland, principal of
Not hot'western iceberg let- Hyde Park Elementary school
tuce! Of course! Just rinse let- will introduce the speaker.
tuce and tear into pieces; heat Many outstanding persons will
in a kettle turning occasionally, also participate on this prountil hot and crunchy-soft. gram. Carnes Elementary
Serve at once with a mildly school's glee club, under the diWASHINGTON, D.C. — The have 2 years of work experi- tart mustard sauce. A good rection of H. F. Lockhart, will
provide the music.
U.S. Department of State is ence.
partner for pore.
seeking secretaries , to staff Starting salaries for Foreign
positions in Washington, D.C. Service positions range from
and at 300 Foreign Service posts $4,480 to $5,019 per year, plus
in more than 100 countries housing and other allowances.
Secretaries for the Foreign
throughbut the world.
At the same time, clerk-typ-I Service must be single and with
ists and stenographers are I no dependents.
needed , in Washington, where
In addition to these full time
jobs are open to high school jobs, the State Department
needs
temporary clerk-typists
graduates le years of age and!
over who are American citizens.I and clerks who have passed the
before appointment, applicants U.S. Civil Service tests. They.
must gass U.S. Civil Service too, must undergo medical and
tests and undergo medical and background examination.
background examination. Start- If you are interested in these
ing salaries range from $3,680 positions and live in the Washto 04,480 per year.
ington area, drop in to see the
Secretaries are needed for State Department Receptionist
the Foreign Service. Applicants in the State Department Buildmust be 21, high school gradu- ing, 22nd and E. Streets, N.W.
ates, American citizens for at Room 2826. Office hours are 9
least five years. and must pass A.M. to 4:30 P.M., Monday
a physical examination and a through Friday. If you prebackground investigation.
fer, or if you live outside
Another requirement is that of Washington, you may write
they must agree to serve any- to the Employment Division,
where in the world. Secretaries Recruitment Branch, Departmust pass shorthand, typing, ment of State, Washington, D.C.
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
and clerical tests and must 20520.
Place Your Order Now
on•••■•••••••••••••••••••••••••ft
For Individuals And Groups
1 -

0 BY BUS

• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
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"YOUR Company frAok•s Whet You Mk dor And
Cruets What You Think Of'
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"First Christmas Record for Children"
featuring many famous personalities. . .
Rosemary Clooney, Red Skelton, Arthur
Godfrey, Jimmy Body and many others!

•

Yours At Big Star for only. ...

•
•
•
•
•

$159

•

Plus 50 Extra Quality Stamps
with each record

Ir ti;

.....
A

This "first release" is YOURS at Big
Star. .. .Enjoy the fabulous Andy Williams
singing your favorite Christmas songs
for only....

5269
Plus 50 Extra Quality Stamps
with each record

CHRISTMAS SHOP WITH
QUALITY STAMPS
Visit -a convenient Memphis Redemption Center
1451 Union
1 784 Frayser Blvd.
1057 So. Third
5125 Quince
725 N. White Station Rd.
Ea stgate Shopping Center
4220 Iliway 51 South .

.MERRY CHRISTMAS FROM 'QUALITY STAMPS'
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"Merry Christmas..Andy Williams"
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FOR THE WHOLE
FAMILY
COLUMBIA RECORDS
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Hot Iceberg

State Department Seeks
Secretaries And Clerks

•

FOR THE KIDS
COLUMBIA RECORDS'

Homecoming
Day Planned
At Trinity

•

Ward Chapel AME church
will present the Southern Male
chorus as a special feature
when annual Friends' Day is
observed at the church on Sunday, Dec. 12, at 3 p.m.
During the morning worship
hour, the pastor, Rev. Robert
L. McRae, will speak on the
subject, "The Value of Friendship."
The church is located at 1125
S. Parkway east.
Mrs. M. L. Cox is chairman
of Friends' Day.

WHERE YOU'RE ALWAYS
AMONG
FRIENDS!

"We need $10 billion (a year)
instead of $1 billion," he said.
Money, Young said, is desptrately needed for salaries for
social workers, who in the final
analysis will be the ones who
make the program work or fail.
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4. Major James Coopwood
NATIVE'S,CRT
NEATEST CADETS
HIGHLIGHTS
.
The senior class presented a 1. Cadet John Pete
"GO GO TALENT SHOW", 2. Sgt. Major Thothas Davis
•
Wednesday, November 24, in 3. Corp. Howard Branch
the gymnasium. Students dis- 4. Cadet Robert Morris, Jr.
playing talent were: Lenell 5. Corp. James Bailey
Chamber, Glenda Cole, Mildred 6. First Sgt. Charles Hunter
Davis, Loretta Freeman, Mattie,SPONSORS OF THE WEEK
Harley, Jo Dillard, Cornell 1. LaJean Martin
Keith and the Lester High Com- 2. Melberto Meadow
3. Emma Washington
ho. The main feature of the
show was Miss Melvin Houston CADETS OF THE MONTH
singing "Rainbow 65." The stu- 1. Cadet Robert Morris, Jr.
dent chairmen were: James 2. Master Sgt. Sandus Grace
Fields, Stella Harris, SlOrley TOPS ON CAMPUS
Henderson, Lynette Moore, Har- Charles Ivy, Lavern Garner,
mission. The tree .as dedicated to the riet Buckley and James Coop- Harold Johnson,. Melvin Page,
TEACHER REMEMBERED - Mrs. Doyle
memory ol Mrs. Vernice Rushin Hayes, who wood.
Burnley, principal of Dunn Avenae ElemenJere Dewitt, Charles Keely.
was a member o 111e faculty from 1953 to SPORTS
Gloria Kay, Bobbie Brown,
tary school, is shown dedicating a tree
1959. Looking on are students and teachers
Congratulations to Lester Dorothy Rhea, Dorothz,Bailey,
planted by the school during Arbor Week in
High Lions for the well played Eddie Lou Malone and -Dorothy
• cooperation with the City Beautiful ('em
of the school.
game on Tuesday night, Novem- Gilliam.
ber 29. May you bring to the PTA NEWS
Lester High Lions much suc- The Lester High PTA is sellcess throughout the basketball ing Lester Lion Stickers for 50
cents. They may be purchased
season.
at the school's office or from
SHE'S HOME
WELCOME HOME, LaJean, any PTA member.
from your successful trip to There is also a paper drive,
Guatemala. But now it is time in which all the homerooms are
Friends and co-workers of
to settle down with the old home expected to•bring in newspaper,
the Booker T. Washington Lifolks,for a winning prize. If you
censed Practical Nurses Alumwould like to support the drive,
NDCC PERSONALITIES
ni gathered at the Sheraton Moplease bring or send your news-,
Cadet Officers of the Week
tor Inn, Saturday night, Nov.
paper to school on Monday
1. Lt. Charles Taylor
29, to help celebrate the pay- PARENT-TEACHER NIGHT
Mrs. Young's address, was 2. Capt. Roy Brown
morning December 13. Your
ing of the final installment on a
most
inspiring
as
well
as
inforTeachers' Night
help will be appreciated.
3. Lt. Turner Lacey
Life Membership in the NAA- Parents' and
mative.
Refreshments
were
was held at the school, Novem- served at the close of the proCP.
After a dinner, the guest ber 30. Each parent was wel- gram.
speaker, Dr. Vasco Smith, first comed to the school and es- ORGANIZE RHYTHM BAND
vice president of the local corted to the teacher's rooms in The Special Education Classes, under the direction of Mrs.
rri
branch of the NAACP, gave a which his child is assigned.
very vivid picture of the ac- Teachers greeted parents and Faye S. Home, Mrs. Betty
and
goals
school
explained
the
Crawford and Mrs. Delia M.
complishments of the Memphis
objectives, daily plan of work Williams have organized a
Branch in the past six years.
for students and report cards.
He asked the continued sup- Refreshments were served rhythm band. The group has Community Relations Serv- business. Mr. Tucker was a
port of the club especially in and the attendance was excel- gotten off to a nice start and ice, an agency of the U. S. De- practicing attorney in Minden,
is planning a program for stu•
helping get Life Memberships lent.
pertinent of Commerce, which Nebraska, for 14 years before
dents and parents in the future.
organizations to PTA NEWS
•
from
other
deals with community tensions joining the agency'
a
TEACHER
OF
WEEK
discrimination Mr. Jones came to Memphis
which they belong.
•
Family Night was observed This honor has been given to arising from
•
A four-hundred-dollar cheek at the school, December '2. a very lovely personality. She against minority groups, has from San Francisco, where he
opened a Regional Office at was a Federal Probation OMla
was presented to Dr. Smith by Guest speaker was Mrs. Gustie is Mrs.
Delia M. Williams- of
Mrs. Patsy Nelson, past presis P. Young. Our guest was intro- 163 Locust Street. She is a Room 33, of the Federal Office
building.
•
dent of the alumni.
duced by your scribe.
_ member of the St. Paul Baptist
Three Conciliation Specialists
•
40,
10
, church of which Rev. J. E.- Fer,
'
044
"'
444.44i
-wwerstuest-oe-• “s***kes-stsr.,ss "
guson is pastor. Mrs. Williams - James L. Draper, Deane C.
scrh0f0IthteaB
chaepr
. Tucker, and Paul R. Jones and
sienrdveasssaissta
Snun
t dleasyde
a secretary, Mrs. Josephine
Solve Your Problems •
Maddox, comprise the staff
list Training Union.
With a Small, low Cost
At White's Chapel, Mrs. Wil- Mr. Draper, who is acting
liams is a primary Special Edu- chief of the office, has lived in
Real Eldest* Loan
cation Teacher, school enter- Memphis since 1942 and form•
tainment chairman and a PTA erly was in the advertising
60 Flat Monthly Payments
program committee member.
Approx.
She is a very cooperative perC,,,k Y.
(
son and offers assistance to
OatP•ym•nts
everyone daily to continue her
500.00
12.90
professional growth. Congratu$1,000.00
23.70
lation Mrs. Williams!
51,500.00
READ
Thanksgiving
34.50
program
was
prePAYS TO
CUSTODIAN AND MAID
52,000.00.... .5 15.50
Barbara Sherman, a fourth sented by the fourth grade.class. These persons are responsi-li
$2,500.00
S 55.20
grade student in Mrs. Charlene At the end of the program, all ble for keeping our school cleanl The PTA of llyde Park Ele55,000.00
Carrouthers class, turned in present were more aware of, daily. They are Mrs. Josephine mentary school will have its
1110.82
more book reports than any and more thankful for the bless- Hollimon and Mr. Robert Spenregular meeting at 7:30 P.M.
Be Wise! Choose
other student, for the six-week ing they now enjoy.
cer.
period. This reading project Mrs. Charlene Carrouthers, Mrs. Hollimon resides at 1807 Tuesday, Dec. 14, in the school
was sponsored by the librarian, Miss Germaine Ball, Mrs. Et- Beacon rd. and Mr: Spencer re- auditorium.
Mrs. Pinkie Clark. Barbara hel McNeal, and Mrs. Velva P. sides at 4061 Sewannee rd. The City Beautiful Commis72 MADISON
received a book for her interest Williams were sponsoring tea- These
work h d each sion will present, through the
chers.
and efforts.
Dial
JA 6..0637
school cies.
day
to
keep
the
GOOD CITIZENS
showing of slides, "Christmas
ARBOR DAY
attractive.
The faculty and' students The sixth Grade Class has and
ANY
TIME
24 HRS. A DAY
In Our Town," and the first
planted a tree, on November 5, just completed its Benefit Ci- STUDENTS OF THE WEEK
carols
for
the
"It's
graders
will
sing
Better ti
stuThe
spotlight
on
two
is
in memory of Mrs. Elizabeth tizen Committee Council ChristBorrow At a lank"
Imas Fund Drive.'It was a great dents. They are Janice Boyd meeting.
To.nsend.
Mrs. Townsend served the success, with four students win- and Leon Harris. Janice is the The public is invited
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James
teachers, boys and girls of ning prizes.
Shelby County for 13 years. MI First prize went to Velma Boyd of 1725 West Shelby Dr.
the time of her death, she was Sharp. R student in Mr. Ed- She is a good student and gets
ward Da \. is' class; second prize along well with her classmates.
Jeans Supers isor.
The origin of Arbor Day v, as to Marsha Perkins, a student Janice is fond of school. Her
given by Ronald Copeland; a in Mr. Edward Davis class; teacher is Mrs. Delia M. Wilsketch of Mrs. Townsend's life second prize to Marsha Per- liams.
was read by Shirley Givens, and Ions, a student in Mr. C. A. Leon is the son of Mrs. Lula
Harris of 4293 Sewanne Road.
Beverly Barnes and an accom•
Lucas' class; third prize to Wil- He is always neat, mannerable
panying group sang .armes,„
prolie
Williams,
a
student
in
Mrs.
and a good student. He has a
Others appearing on the
o
gram were Linda Dandridge, Grace Homer's class. The deep interest in his studies. His
•
and Edmond Ford.
prizes were $4, $3, $2 class., ambition is to become a docThe tree planted was donated The prizes
tor. Leon's teacher is Mrs. Faye
were four dollars,
by the first grade..
S. Home.
three dollars, two dollars, and Mrs. Marion H. Bailey 'Is
THANKSGIVING
- A beautiful and informative one dollar.
school reporter.

Nurses Complete
Payment On Their
Life, Membership

THE MUSTANG
IS HERE
See The All New
1966 MUSTANG
Now On Display
WHILE CHECKING OUR USED CAR PRICES,
REVIEW SOME OF THE

Complete Selection Of The All New

1966 FORDS ON SALE NOW!
Highat Trade-In Allowances Ew

White's Chapel
School News

New Mustang GT Hardtop

CRS Opens An Office

ALL 1965 FORDS MUST GO.
Including Truck', Dunionsfrators, Convoy Can sod Emmutiv• Curt

In Federal Building

FANTASTIC DISCOUNTS
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USED CAR BARGAINS!

NEED MONEY?

Walker school News
C. W. Horner

Hyde Park PTA
To Meet
Next Tuesday
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Register Here for 5,715 Valuable
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15 NEW '66 FORDS

WOOLWORTH'S

MI

New Falcon Future

Sports Coupe with optional vinyl roof covering

'60 Studebaker
Elation *arm Real Owl,
$OS
Netes $21.11 Per He.

'61 T-B1rd

Power and sir, 11595
hair.$54.77 Per 10.

'62 Chevrolet
Pieetssie. RIPS:
Soles
PIt Mu,

Negev

'63 Ford
en Oat side 41105
stp
.7a Per Ne.

War

Fairlane 500 Hardtop (Fairlane GT Hardtop shown on pg. 2)

'63 rora
Cabral. 507. Power Mlle.
oonstic mod sir, 11513
Notre $54.12 Per Me.

rale.011
(mord Souir, 111114011
...eon. loaded. MS
Notes $32,17 Per Mo,

'61 Chevrolet
Manta NOM. lweraer.
Like at.. INS
Notre $36,81 ro 554.

1 owner.
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IOW 11114484.
11345

Notes $53.2s Per Me.
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'CONVERSATION PIECE'
8-TRANSISTOR RADIO
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BETTER BUY AT

Lester High School News

THE PARTY YOU SAVE MAY BE YOUR OWN
Don't be a "Scrooge." Let the Smirnoff flow freely. No other liquor makes so
many delicious party drinks. Or makes them so wonderfully well. It's also a great
gift idea. Why wonder which whiskey to give when you know the right vodka!

Old-style telephone hides a
dependable, top performing
radio. Bells turn for volume
and tuning control. Maple
finish; brass. fittings. Has
planter perfect for ivy, etc.

Always askfor
so AND 000 PROOF. DISTILLED FRO

mirn

GRAIN SIT r'F PRE SMiRNOFF Ft.S TDIV1910N OF HEUBLT IN) HARTFORD, CONN.

car to suit the profession; Lawyer, Doctor, Teacher, Government Work•r,
Factory Worker, Domestic; and a plan to assure you of buying at Herff Ford- Summ•r Ave.

.......•

4404144.1410 11
....

It leavei you breathless°
VODKA

MEMPHIS EXCLUSIVE DEALER FOR MUSTANG, GT 350 and COBRA

Herff Ford hos a

NO DOWN PAYMENT - TRADE INS ACCEPTED
• .....

•

29"

New LID by Ford ...4-Door Hardtop

14
•••

YOUR MONEY'S WORTH MORE AT

WOOLWORTH'S'

HERFF FORD
2450 Summer

Phone 458-1151
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Apartheid

On Trial

The International Court of
Justice has on its trial docket
for early action a case against
the Republic in South Africa
that challenges the principle of
Apartheid or racial separation.
It is the longest and most voluminous case the 15-j1idge court
has heard since it came into being 20 years ago under a provision of the United Nations
charter.
Five years ago, Liberia and
Ethiopia filed with the court an
application, or complaint,
against South Africa. They
charged that the republic,
through its policy or Apartheid,
had failed to promcte the "material and moral well being and
social progress" of the people
of Southwest Africa.
Counsel for the Republic of
Liberia and the Imperial Kingdom of Ethiopia stressed the
point that South Africa's antiracial policy violated the 1920
League of Nations mandate giving administration of the former German possession to South
Africa.
The pleadings ha\e touched
upon a wide range of issues.
some of which appeared to be
irrelevant a n d outside the
, court's juridical concern. But
when the applicants' chief counsel, Ernest A. Gross of New
York, a former assistant secretary of state, asked the court
to affirm that there exists an
international norm or standard
prohibiting governments from
discriminating among citizens on the basis of race, he was
on solid legal ground.
More than that, he pleaded
with the judges to find that
Apartheid is inherently incompatible with human progress
and welfare. Whether the court
will support this contention is
open to question. The judges
could avoid passing judgment
on that phase of the pleading
and stick to the narrower issues
of the political status of the territory. In a dissenting opinion
three years ago. v,hen the court
took jurisdiction of the case by
an 8-to-7 vote, Sir Percy Spender of Australia, the court's president, said, in effect, that the
international tribunal should
not try to evaluate such non-

juridical and elusive concepts
as well-being and social progress.
The most damaging testimony against tacial equality
and harmony was given by an
American whom South Africa
put on the witness stand to endorse the policy of separation
of the races. He was Prof. Stefan T. Possony, director of international political studies at the
Hoover Institution for War,
Revolution and Peace at Stanford University.
The burden of South Africa's
ease has been that ''separation
of the races and tribes" does
more for their well-being than
would a system of integration.
Prof. Possony supports that
thesis. He testified that "ethnic
differences demanded recognition. If multi-ethnic societies
are to function well, such dif--•
ferences must be handled
through institutional arrangements."
But he went beyond that
point. He said American civil
rights legislation "goes in the
wrong directior" Possony adduced not a se atilla of scientific data to confirm his assertion. Indeed he couldn't, for nowhere in cultural anthropology
nor in the rest of the social
sciences is there defensible
grounds for the professor's contention.
On the ot h er hand. Prof.
Ralph Linton, the distinguished
anthropologist at Yale University, in his "Study a Men," believes that racial intermingling
is a healthy leaven that hastens
cultural growth. Conversely, no
group in the ''-tory of civilization has been able to develop a
rich or complex cu!ture when
it was isolated from outside
contacts. Linton is joined in this
view by the illustrious British
historian, Arnold J. Toynbee,
who says in his "Study of History," that the sc-called racial
explanation of differences in
human achievement is either an
ineptitude or a fraud."
Apartheid cannot be defended on legitimate grounds of
racial differences. The South
African argument is fraudulent.
and Prof. Possony': thesis is
shockingly indifferent to scientific truths.

Labor Ready To Act
When the AFL-CIO meets in
San Francisco early next week,
the air will crackle with talk of
politics and legislation. The Senate failed to repeal Section 14B of the Taft-Hartley law, an
action that would have doomed
the Right to Work laws in 19
states. That rocked labor.
The unions counted enough
votes to repeal 14-P. But they
couldn't get the Senate to vote
on it. They, couldn't br e a lc
the filibuster mounted by Sen.
Everett IfteKinley Dirksen, the
Illinois Republican.
According to an unimpeachable source close to labor leaders, when the federation holds
its biennial conclave in S a n
Francisco, it will praise President Johnson for doing all he
could to repeal 14-B. It will lash
out at the Republicans for blocking it. And it also will remind
Democrats that their 1964 platform pledges repeal.
Labor is in the mood to reexamine its policy of espousing
the practical wisdom of a two-

party system. AFI.- CIO president George Meany has hinted
that American labor may have
to conserve its political strength
exclusively for the party that
commits itself to the welfare of
the unions.
The federation took notice
of the cooperation it has received from Negro organizations
that blended their efforts with
those of the union's committee
in Washington that work ed
night and day to have Section
14-B of the Taft-Hartley legislation repealed.
It is this ;kind of partnership that will insure an enduring place for Negroes in the
temple of American labor. The
AFL-CIO leadership h a s come
to realize that it cannot afford
a schism in its ranks, whether
along racial or political lines.
Unless labor cah present a
united front and consolidate its
power, its enemies both in Congress.and in industrial circles
will whittle down, one by one,
every gain that labor has made.

Langston
Hughes
Says
Writer's

Responsibility

Words have been used too
much to make peoplo doubt and
fear. Words should be used to
make people believe and do.
Writers who have the power to
use words in terms of belief and
action are responsible to their
power not to make people believe in the wrong things.
And the wrong things are
agree)
(surely everyone
death instead -if life, suffering
instead of joy. oppression instead of freedom — whether it
be freedom of the body or of
the mind..
Words put together beautifully, with rhrthm and meaning. one as the branches and
roots of a tree-if that meaning
be a life meaning-such words
can be of more value to humanity than food to the hungry or
garments to the freezing.
Words big with the building
of life rather +hex its destruction, filled with faith in life
rather than doubt and distress,
enter into the minds of men
and last much loner than a day's
dinner in the belly or next
year's overcoat CO the back.
Such words, even when forgotten, may still be reflected in
terms of your motives and actions, and so go out from the
readers to many people who
have never read the original
words themselves.
Writers have power. The
better the writer, the greater
his power to impel people toward the creation of a good
life. We know that words may
be put together in many ways
— in beautiful but weak ways
having meaning' only .for the
few, worldly-wise and capable
of understanding—ot in strong
and sweeping ways, large and
simple in form. like Walt Whitman's.
The best ways of word-weaving, of course are those that
combine music. meaning, and
clarity in a pattern of social
force. One's own creative talents must supply the music of
the words, one's background
and experience the meaning,
and one's ability to study and
understand, the clarity — to
understand — being the chief
of these qualifies toward clarity.
To understand' In one way
the whole world situation today
is very simple: greed against

need. But within that simplicity
there are many complexities
and apparent contradictions:
the complexities of race, of
capital and labor, of supply and
•demand, of the stock exchange
and the bowl of lice, of treaties
that lie and bombs that tell the
truth.
And all these things are related to creative writing, and to
the man or woman who writes.
The shortest poem or storylet us say about a child playing
alone in a Harlem courtyard —
such a poem or story will be a
better one if the author understands the relation of his child
to the war-machine; if its lines
be traced clearly back to New
York or Paris or Berlin or London, for the war - machine
touches that very child in our
simple little story, no matter
in whose backyard the child
may be playing.
Because our world is like that
today, so related and interrelated, a creative writer has no
right to neglect to try to understand clearly the social and
economic forces that control our
world.
No matter what his country
or what his language, a writer,
to be a good writer new, cannot
remain unaware of China, of
India and Africa, of Saigon, of
Rome and Moscow
Not only do the near places
and the far places influence
(even without his knowledge)
the very subjects and materials of his work, but they affect
the physical life of his books as
well, their, actual existence and
being Copenhagen may read
books freely, Cape Town may
not. For there are two depositories _for literature today: on
free shelves or in reactionary
bonfires, symbolic or real. That
Is very simple. Boots may live
and be read, or be banned. or
burned and blown away, wasted
ashes in the wind.
So there may still be those
who prefer to use words to
make people doubt, remain inactive, unsure of the good in
life, and afraid to struggle for
it. But we, who know better.
must use words to make people
believe in life, to understand,
and to attempt to make it better. Writers have no, right, as
decent members cf siociety, to
use words otherwise.

Champ, But

The boxing game suffered a
terrible blow in Las Vegas Monday night. Not only because
Floyd Patterson is lost to its'
ranks.
That is a serious loss. For, in
our opinion, no one man has
given so much class, dignity and
integrity to boxing as Floyd
Patterson has since the memoirbie days of the immortal Joe
Louis.
But Patterson's defeat, which
highlighted one of the most
magnificent exhibitions of raw
courage in modern times, is not
the only reason that true lovers
of the sport have cause for sorrow.
The conduct of Cassius clay
in that uneven engagement left
a great deal to be desired.
Suffering unspeakable pain,
Floyd hung in there, refused to
go down, refused to quit. It was
pretty obvious to those of us
who know him that Floyd was
hoping Cassius would knock him
out. Instead, Clay played with
him, toyed with him, tortured
him with
an unforgiveable
cruelty and viciousness.
There can no longer be any
doubt about the tremendous
ability of this young man from
Louisville. I have never doubted
it and in fact, have always been
impressed with him. It is simple
logic that he is going to be
around for a long time and that
he is a man who can do what he
says he can do. No matter what
some people may think of him
personally, he must be given his
due.
The tragic is that CNN's attitude reveals that he has not
grasped the vision oT the great

and splendid opportunity winch
is his. The heavyweight championship of the world is not —
and should not be simply an opportunity to make money.
With the championship comes
a ringing challenge — for a real
champion has a chance to do so
much good for the young people of the world. Clay has that
chance to do so much for the
young people of the world. Clay
has that chance — to accomplish beautiful things for his
neoole — including the Muslims.
He has the chance to prove to
the world that the Muslim religion Is as authentic as any other
religion. Seemingly he does not
recognize this. Perhaps he does
not care about it. He is schizophrenic. In one breath he praises
Floyd, giving him the credit he
so richly deserves. In the next
breath, he gloats over the way
he "punished" him.
I believe that many people
of all races and creeds deplored
these tactics. I know I did. Such
immature sadism makes Clay no
bigger in the eyes of people.
wins him no new friends for his
cause.
I hope that Cassius will fool
many of us who are disappointed in him I hone that he will so
develop himself so that he will
learn to wear the crown of championship with the strength and
wisdom and manhood that it
should implY.
In Las Vegas the other
night, he gave no evidence that
he is ready for this. He gave evidence that he is a fantastically,
gifted boxer. Floyd Patterson
gave proof undeniable that he
is a man.

Only
In
America
By HARRY GOLDEN

New

Political

The recent off-yea' elections
gave a clear indication of new
campaign patterns to c o in e.
Candidates of both major, parties., Democartic and Republican, depending upon the section
of the country involved, used
"welfare" as a campaign issue.
And in some areas of the South
this proved to ue a highly successful political argument.
It is a new pattern. The politician escapes being called a
bigot or a racist, which is not:a
popular designation today except in Mississippi and Alabama.
But there is more than one
way to skin a cat. For instance,
"crime in the streets," and living off welfare," are "safe" in
that they mean the same thing
without actually saying it. Both
of these campaign issues are
mere euphemisms far "Negro."
In the South, the candidates
got the idea quickiy. A few
candidates made speeches about
how our tax dollars are supporting sin (the welfaie program
for the support of illegitimate
children).
0 n e candidate announced
pontifically that the American
tradition is based on the principal that God helps those who
help themselves. This fellow
produeed evidence to the effect
that a welfare recipient he had
investigated was moonlighting,
cheating the taypayers by holding a job as a night watchman.
The use of "welfare" as a
campaign issue is particularly
evil. It would seem that there
would be, instead, a deep sense
of guilt.
Who has ever thought of a

Pattern
Florence Crittenton Home for
unmarried Negro mothers? Has
anyone ever arranged for the
discreet out-of-state care? Can
Negro girls take athantage of
out-of-state care? Do they have
the resources, friends, or connections for an. abortion, which
is available to white girls who
make a slip?
Neither is "welfare" itself
all been and skittles even without illegitimate children.
The welfare family hides its
radio and television set t h e
moment they hear the footsteps
of the welfare investigator. By
law an investigator snoops constantly. God f or bi d a can of
beer on the table. The investigator looks over the top of the
dressers to see :f there are any
fancy cosmetics. When the
young daughter rises to get the
investigator a cup of tea, the
suggestion is sure to come that
perhaps the young girl could go
to work. Jobs aren't. that hard
to obtain.
To the recipients of "welfare"
we have done as much as the
communitsts have accomplished
with the workers. They are perfectly regimented and perfectly
frightened. And woi'se: they
need us. Talent is inequitably
distributed throughout
this
world, just as employment and
food are inequitably distributed.
The welfare check barely, if
that, keeps the heads of the unfortunate family above water.
And for the-few bi enthis of air
we provide, we take back a terrible toll of our threats, our disrespect, our abuse, and our sys,
tern of total dehumanization.
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Bogalusa Calm Broken
BOGALUSA, La. — (UPI) — Jiudetta Benin, a violinist dent civil rights workers from
After a period of relative calm, with a touring chamber music the San Francisco area were in
Bogalusa's racial situation flar- group which gave a concert be- town, and car loads of whites
ed into violence again this fore the Washington Parish drove through the parking lot
(county) Concert Association. of the motel where the Italian
ekend.
Miss Benin was not seriously musical group was staying.
Italian woman musician
City officials apologized for
on a tour date here was at- h u r t. She declined to file
tacked by three white women charges against the three worn. the attack and provided poon the main business street. en, who were described as out- lice protection for the duration
Her attackers apparently be- spoken segregationists and fre- of the orchestra's stay here.
lieved she was a civil rights quent hecklers of civil rights There were no incidents at the
workers.
concert, and the group left
worker.
During the day, rumors town this morning.
The victim of the attack was spread that a bus load of stuNegroes picketed downtown
stores and claimed they were
harassed by whites. One of the
claims was that Milton Earl
Parker of nearby Bush, La.,
pulled a knife on a picket.
Parker has been one of the
most obvious opponents of civil
rights activity here, lie was
listed along with the ,,Ku Klux
Klan and a group of its members in a strongly worded
opinion issued last week by a
three judge federal panel in
New Orleans.
The opinion denounced t h e
1
113
IBERTY, S.C. — (UPI) — Brummitt returned to the police Klan, its members and certain
Individuals like Parker for
A Liberty policeman shot a station.
Brooklyn, N.Y. Negro to death
Minutes later, the Burris fa- their consistent opposition to
while the Negro fought with mily was awakened by a noise federal laws.
another policeman outside the at the front door. They turned The judges assigned the job
police station.
on the light, frightening away of drawing up an injunction
based on their opinion to the
Police Chief Berman E. Cur- the would-be burglar.
Justice Department.
tis said Sunday Willie B. TucA few minutes later 'fucker In a similar situation, Bogaker, 28, had apparently tried to returned to
the police station lusa Chief Claxton Knight, Pub- ROYAL CONTESTANTS . .
Competing
Darlene Williams, Jo Ann Peters, Cherry
break into the home of Town without
his shoes, shirt and lic Safety Commissioner Arnold, for the 1965 Citizen Council Yule Tide kind
Anderson, Billy C. Williams, and Kevin
Clerk C. C. Burriss just mi- jacket.
These were found scat- Spiers and Deputy Sheriffs
Wiley. Third row, standing left to right are
and queen title and prizes in the 18th an.
nutes before the shooting. Tuc- tered
about the Burriss home, Vertrees Adams and Buddy nual Christmas charity fund drive are, seatAbrilla Biggins, Donald McGowan, Charker's shoes, shirt and jacket and
bare footprints were found Knight must appear in federal
lene Jones, Margie Raynor, Sharon Jones,
were found at the Burns home. on the
ed left to right; Adrian Campbell, Ernesfront porch.
to answer
court Wednesday
Carolyn Kyles, and June Williams.
Jack Stewart, 40 shot Tucker
tine Peoples, Delphia Wilburn. John Blair,
When Brummitt attempted Justice Department charges
in the side when the Negro
and Corry Jenkins. I First row standing;
to
stop
Tucker
from
reaching
terms
of
an
inthey violated
failed to surrender after having
taken a revolver away from his car, where a butcher knife junction issued in July.
was later found concealed unIn the injunction, the law enJames C. Brummitt, 28, with
der the front seat, the two forcement officers were orderwhom he was fighting.
ed to protect civil rights demThe bizarre set of events be- fought.
gan about 1 a.m. when Tucker, Brummitt called for help and onstrators.
his wife and two children Caine Stewart ran back to the scene They are now accused of
to the little police station look- and shot the Negro. Stewart beating Negroes during a series
for help in finding a place was under technical arrest but of arrests in a Negro tavern
area on the night of Oct. 20.
Woend the night. They were no suspension was planned.
— —
en route to Alabama where
GREENVILLE, Miss —(NPI) Before they strike."
30 feet long — located near a
Mrs. Tucker's family lives.
I
Even if the strikers survivel ditch bank with a sign: "Strike
-- The most formidable probLater it was discovered that
lem facing farm strikers camp- the winter, chances of a crip-1 City, Local 4, the Mississippi
Tucker, whom his wife dei'ing out 13 miles southeast of piing strike appeared remote,1 Freedom Labor Union," are
cribed to police as subject tc.
"crazy spells," had been stoptown is approaching winter with B. F. Smith, a member of the, backed by two pigpens, five i
ped twice by the state highway ,.
its heavy snowfalls and icy Delta Council, economic devel-; pigs, a „chicken coop and two
epment organization, said.
patrol for driving without a
blasts.
license.
Thirteen tents are the only
"We'll need lesS labor next communal toilets.
Curtis said
Stewart and
Ten children and two adults
shelter for the 48 men and wo- year than we did this year," he
Brummitt were trying to help
men who left their plantation added. He pointed out that be- live in one tent. Four beds, a
the family find a place when
work in protest of starvation cause of new federal legisla- cot, television sot, two wobbly
Tucker took a .22 caliber rifle
wages.
tion, there will be a 12.5 to a chairs, a rusting refrigerator, a
from the rack to "look at."
possible 35 peir cent reduction butane-operated stove and
henry
Sylvester,
45John
Stewart took the rifle from
in the number or acres planted wood.burning heater, are aft
machinery
refarm
year-old
Tucker and the Negro ran
pairman who was earning $6 a in cotton because of automa- furnishings.
away, leaving his wife and
day and free housing until he tion increases.
The principal fuel is twigs.
children sitting in the police
went on strike in May, indicated
Meanwhile, the strikes face Clothing is stacked in cardstation.
reached
objective
might
be
the
their
another hurdle. Although
Stewart and Brummit gave
if they can hold out until handful scattered through the
chase but lost Tucker in a
SCHOLAR HONORED
spring.
Mississippi Delta symbolize
neighborhood across the nearMiss Carolyn Lowery (left) of Clover, S.C., holds one of two
resistance, Greenville
by railroad tracks. While Ste"If we can make it, more their
Kappa Mu scholarship trophies presented during annual
wart continued the search,
people might walk off the farms authorities ruled they are living
honors day convocation at Bennett College. The trophy is
at planting time," he added. In violataion of the city housing
presented by Miss Anianda Houston, (standing right) Ben- "If we can't last it out, people code.
The tents — 16 feet wide and
nett Kappa Mu chapter president.
are going to think a long time
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Winter Is Bitter Handicap
For Plantation Strikers
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Jim Crow Record
To Sheriff

MADISON, Wis. — (UPI) —
A record containing anti-semitic
and, segregationist speeches has
been sent to the Dane County
sheriff with the suggestion that
he play it to his men.
Sheriff Jack Leslie said the
record sent to his home bore tilt-.
name of Wally Butterworth,
Swarthmore, Pa., and was accompanied by literature attacking Jews and Negroes. A letter
asked recipients to send $5 for
the record or 812 for five copies
"to cover every town in your
area."
•.
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Winn wool-and-nylon

IMPORT SWEATER
Hand-knit cardigan imported from Italy...fluffy,
lightweight but so warm.
Wide array of two-tones,
variegated and solid colors. Comfortable raglan
sleeve% mother -of -pearl
buttons Sizes S-M-L-XL.

Reg. 8.95
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BETTER QUALITY... BEST VALUES

KRESS
Open Til 9:00 P. M.
Every Nit. Til Christmas
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DEFENDER Is Your Paper.

Be Sure You Give It Your Support.
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Verry gift idea
for everyone on your Christmas list:
Yam. Dad, Sister Sue.
3rother 3ob.
Your teen-age niece, Sally.
Aunt vary. Uncle Ralph.
Grandma and Grandpa.
Extension phones make wonderful gifts.
For everyone.

Everything's
old fashioned about
LTD TAYLO

(What else that costs so little could bring them so much pleasure?)
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Southern Bell

4

"New" is not always "best." That's why today's modern people choose Old Taylor 86 with its rich, oldfashioned flavor. 78-year-old flavor so smooth and mellow it's better than "new." Try It! Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey, 86 Proof, The Old Taylor Distillery Co., Frankfort and Louisville, Ky.
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AROUND AND AROUND

HOGUE & KNOTT
Do your Christmas Food Shopping
at one of our Food Stores

Solid Pound

OLEO

PECANS
Martha White
Lbs

2

Colden Ripe

BANANA
0
9

Hi

spill or fill =Mop messy ice tray!

FRIGIDAIRE
AUTOMATIC
ICE MAKER
REFRIGERATOR!

Pillsbury or Ballard
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pressure is great for an midi.
By LYLE WILSON
Public Schools in the District cial racial mix in the public
of Columbia have gone the full schools. In New Yort, where
circle from racial segregation neighborhoods are predominantthrough integration and back ly Negro, it Is argued that
again to racially segregated
be
should
children
schools. Not much can be done white
bussed around the city to at
to change the situation.
White families have fled the tend Negro schools outside of
capital city in large numbers. their neighborhoods to obtain a
The influx of Negroes has con- racial mix satisfactory to Netinued. Currently, statistics fix gro parents.
the Negro poPulation of the
In this era of federal subsiDistrict at 61 per cent.
About 89.5 per cent of the dies and of new federal intervention
in local concerns, it
public school children are Negro and of the school teachers, might be possible in behalf of
the Negro public school children
about 76 per cent are Negro.
pat
Washington, D.C. is the only in Washington, D.C., to tap the
reservoir of white children in
major U.S. city in which the
tiasc
Negro population exceeds the the suburban counties.
her
s40.411Ara'
Af.ite‘
The mind should not boggle
white population. This situation
nect
is substantially beyond the at the idea that the Federal
•T}
South" to see Tennesse trounce Central.
powers of the U.S. Government Government might attempt to VICTORY SMILE . . . The broad smile
frors
State by a score of 46-12. Members of the
to correct. District of Columbia entice departed white families on the face of lovely "Miss Tennessee
leav
the court of "Miss Tennessee State" shown
whites voted with their feet, to return to the District, thus State," charming Norman Proyor of Nashthe
moving in droves to the sub- feeding into the D.C. School ville at half-time leaves no doubt about
are: "Miss Senior" Mary Culver (extreme
grot
urbs in Virginia and Maryland System the children of those re- who was winning the Tennessee Homecomright) of Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. From left
Ten
The close-in suburbs are in turning families. Federal power ing title between Tennessee State and Cen"Miss Sophomore" Barbara Greer of Stantivit
two Maryland Counties, (Prince in subsidizing local education is tral State on Thanksgiving Day in Nashton, Tenn.; and hidden, except for the top
Georges and Montgomery) and such now that some means ville. Thousands of grads and former stuof her hat is "Miss Junkie Sandra Gamin one Virginia county (Arling- probably- could- be found to put
ble of Orlando, Flo. (Photo by Joe Zinn)
dents swarmed unto the"Athens of the
tiiaon
ton). In these counties, there is pressure on suburban whites to
set
a reservoir of white public prefer Washington to the counstaf
school children upon which fed- ties as places of residence.
how
eral authorities might draw to
Sociology, more than law,
and
lighten the complexion of D.C. triggered the 1954 Supreme
public school classes.
Court opinion holding separate
ers
Boston, New York and Chico- but equal public education to be WASHINGTON — The Califor- the law—the enforcer of the Legal Defense Fund Assistant
'Counsel Leroy Clark, joined by
go are Northern cities where unconstitutional.
nia courts were charged with standards of that society."
i
Perre'
sweeping "under the rug" the The California Courts are ilocal NAACP attorneys , Ray.
,mond
L.
Johnson
and
Herman
cases oi more than 4,000 being charged With neglecting
BEVERLY RAWLS
Negroes arrested during , the their responsibility to inform the T. Smith, pointed out that lists
.(
8r
ain
gC
dI1
NOW WITH
tam
Watts riots.
Negroes of the charges against of attorneys watt's; to repre•
LANSKY BROTHERS '
ey co
t ldalid
to
inquire
or asIe
given Indigenteiai persons
whether
nfiieiah were
counsel sent
- The NAACP Legal Defense thhem,
legal
and Educational Fund, Inc., and to appoint counsel
Specializing in accessories
the
h l
when
in the suit.
plus the Los Angelees chapter needed,
•
smi
for the special man in your
.However, the officials still
elec
of the NAACP asked the U.S.
life. Beverly says, "Come
Negro petitioners named in
mac
uist this suit, and others interviewed, failed to appoint private lawyers
evisewAnagesle
s uth
rtre
tr
o rto
Co
th
Snaptrenmaeme
in so that I can help you
brot
!asserted that they had no legal from this list in sufficient numcan
choose your Christmas Gifts
Courts — the Municipal, lave. representation at their initial bers to relieve the over-extendanc
from our selection of Men's
b t ed case load of the Public Denide, and the Superior Courts, Aartraignmentsandthe bDilstrice
Attorney
'We
argued
that
bail
along with 21 Los Angeles
fender's office.
Colognes, Cuff Link Sets,
pa i
set at three times the normal
judges.
The Legal Defense Fund,
and
those Unique Travel
level.
Mrs. B•vorly Rawls
The two civil rights groups
which entered the case unon reBars, Etc.
also asked that the cited courts But "there is no doubt that quest of the local NAACP chapbe enjoined from taking further an indeterminate number of ter, filed the original case in
We will gift wrap your selecproceedings until there is a Watts defendants are innocent California's
Supreme Court
tion for you.
of charges placed .gainst them, rather than a lower court "behearing,
,
and
will not receive the kind of cause it is a matter of grave
The civil rights attorneys ask
the high court to define "the re_ representation which the U. S. public importance and raised
Constitution
guarantees to all serious questions of constitutionlation between the state and
those who, because of poverty defendants, rich or poor, Negro ality and authority of responand neglect, have been exclud. or white, innocent or guilty." dent fficials to continue With
ed from society."
Two Negro petitioners, both criminal prosecutions of over
Charge Account
- e 4,000 persons," according
to
Negroes, the attorneys con- young mothers (one of four, in
tinue "who have despaired of other of six) remained in jail '''`ans.
SHOP
MEN'S
BROTHERS
proceeding through the lawful until their preliminary bearings, Negroes "have been denied in
126 on Famous Beale Sr.
Ph. 525-5401 process, have now become although neither had prior con- both the District Court of Appeals and the Supreme Court of
caught up in the machinery of victions.
California, a hearing at which
The civil rights attorneys time they may offer proof and
argue that if the courts had in- argue the validity of their
'
quired as to the background of stitutional claims."
these women, both would have
How
been released on their own re-, The California Supreme Court
clair
cognizance, as they later were referred the original action, filmen
after their preliminary hearings. ed Oct. 8, to the District Court
of Appeals for the 2nd District.
'
Never
"cor
More specifically, the suit That Court accepted the suit
the
states that the judicial officials and sent a post card to the
cited "have failed and refused Legal Defense Fund's New York
TI
to appoint private counsel not City headquvters saying "hear'men'
associated with the Public De- ing denied"!
eral
fender's office."
There was no hearing
It was noted that the Public Legal Defense Fund attorneys,
sado
Defender's staff had not been in a brief for the U. S. Supreme
most
expanded sufficiently to "give Court argue that "the state of
adequate time for preparation California is merely perpetuatH.
and investigation to defend ing the same injustices which
to t
petitioners."
gave rise to the disturbances.
'Cow

Watts Rioters Get Aid
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Hate Raids On Tenn. Righters Continue
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'they were charged with va- Ross, Bass and Robert C. Wea- of the staff automobile leaving
saying the vandals would re- : drunken men appeared at the they left the center.
KNOXVILLE, Tenn., — The staff
Mias Carol Stevens, coordina- grancy and disorderly conduct ver, top government housing of- Nazi stickers on the c a r.
partial burning of a building This attack followed similar turn there and to Highlander center but did nothing. They
Threatening calls were received
is the latest in a series of at- actions at Highlander Center, that night " to finish the job."' were questioned and released tor of AEPAC, said she feels after police stopped an auto- ficial in Washington.
The next morning, th re by police who stopped them as that police are. inure interested moLile in which they were rid- Harassment of the AEPAC by elephone, day and night.
tacks on civil rights groups
organizers1
in harassing civil rights work. ing. Their trials are set for spring soon after they began The callers of t en identifted
here by men believed to be con- where community
and SMP staffs began last themselves as me in ber a of
ers than in finding the people December 15.
nected with the Ku Klux Klan. are trained for work in civil
setting fires and breaking into Miss Stevens also pointed to work in this area. Attacks by STENCH, which stands for ate
The vandals work through a rights and the labor movebuildings.
an eviction notice received from segregationists followed a ser- Society to Exterminate rfrofront group, call STENCH and ment.
She cited the arrest of her- to punch holes in the tires of ies of articles in the Knoxville Communist Harbingers. A iseeleave Nazi stickers behind after The Highlander office was enies of letters from STENCH deself, another white woman on the Knoxville Housing Authority Journal.
they attack. Mail frcon this
tered during the night by cutcruising clared its intent to destroy the
began
the staff, and Henry Hawkins, after the arrests and the result- Hoodlums
group is postmarked Maryville,
The
window.
a
in
glass
tang a
a Negro who is secretary of the ing press publicity. Protests around the house in auto- building and staff of AEPAC
Tenn. a hotbed of Klan acburglars took all records and
Southern
Mountain Project. have been sent to U.S. Senator mobiles. hurling Manilla at the and SMP.
tivity.
all current files for 1965 and
Headquarters of the Appalach- part of 1964; all recordings of
ian Economic and Political Ac- conferences held at the center
lion Conference (AEPAC) was since it moved here from Monset fire while members of the teagle, Tenn. in 1962; two tape
Ott K — (CPI) — rector Sargent Shrivel. reveal-, Callender a cl d e d, however, would be restored when the
staff were away. The building recorders, a copying machine,
N LW
a
houses both the living quarters and a dictating machine.
More than two dozen Ilaryou- ed its financial records were that Ilaryou-Act employes agency demonstrates satiSaewould cooperate willingly in tory financial procedure.
and offices of the staff,
Act employes and their per,being questioned.
Detectives came and took
sonal records have been sum- A preliminary investigation'any official investigations.
It is also the local headquart• fingerprints: C. Conrad Brqwne,
moiled to Manhattan District of Ilaryou-Act indicated "loose According to Lawrence, the
ers of the Southern Mountain executive
vice-president o f
Attorney Frank Itogan's of. bookkeeping" and "comingling" employes summoned by Hogan
Project of the the Southern Con- Highlander said: ''The attitude
were asked to bring along their LUSAKA — (NPI) — Effecfice in an investigation of the,of funds.
ference Educational F un d of the police seemed to be.
dollar anti-pov- Hogan's office and the Jus- personal records, including can- tive as of Jan. I. a new De'(SCEF). This project is de- ,What have you all done to
erty agency's finances.
signed to organize poor white cause this trouble?"
tice Department are examining celled checks, bank statements
and records relating to loans. partment of Zambia Broadcastand Negro people in the mounCarl Lawrence, an informa- llaryou-Act books.
came a week
burglary
TeleviThe
controvertains for economic and political
the
for
officer
Ile said some of the person- ing services, merging
tion
Chaird,
boar
Ilaryou-Acrs
after tires were slashed on
Zambia and Radio Zambia
sion
Tuesoffice
said
Ilogan's
agency,
action.
to
went
nel
Harlem-based
sial
Callender,
S.
Eugene
Rev.
man
care belonging to people
25 of 70 employes earning $8,- said of the summonses, "the day, while others saw the dis- will begin operation. Each
Before burning the front off three
c eat
a labor confe
Mike Garrett (left), all-American half back from the Uni- 000 and above annually were agency views the tactics rs a trict attorney.
branch will be in charge ett, a
building, the vandals attending
h
ft tile
placed
center. Sugar was
versity of Southern California and 1965 Ileisman Trophy
11 aryou-Act personnel fishing expedition that could In Washington, a spokesman controller — one for television
among
smashed two typewriters, an the
the
of
two
of
duplicating in the gas tanks
summoned.
electric-pov,Tred
winner, and Sammy Davis Jr., star of Broadway's "Golden
result in harassment and in- for the Office of Economic Op- and one for sound radio, with
effort to ruin the
machine, and a guitar. They cars in an
Boy," compare fists as they meet backstage at the Majestic
The Agency has been with- timidation of a number of in- portunity (0E0) said more the overall responsibility inbroke open suitcases, stole a motors*
out federal funds since Oct.• nocent a n d dedicated em- than $1 million in federal funds vested in a Director of Zambia
Theatre in New York. Garrett visited the star following time
earmarked f o r Haryou-Act Broadcasting Sesvices.
camera, and committed a nuis- After the fire at the AEPAC
Telephoto)
to, when national poverty di-L ployes."
hit
(UPI
musical.
the
of
performance
evening
ance on the bed of one of the house,the staff received calls

op
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"I would say that approxi1 is responsible for the menu'By LLOYD LEIGH
nine out of 10 people
all
mately
of
fabrication
and
facture
i
pats)
(Second of three
.,
working at the center are not
HOUSTON — (NP!) — When space equipment.
i
employed directly by tht Space
NEW YORK — The entire Mrs. Arnette Atkinson tilts I he father of two pre-teen
Administration.
. cast is Negro, with the roles of dewn to figure out her house- youngsters, Atkinson is a cleangoes
"All normal service floctions
whites enacted by Negroes in hold budget, she might hesitate cut, handsome man vk
(janitorial, building r and
chalk-face, a n d the drama's a little before calling on her about his work with an assur.
ranee born of excellent traingrounds, etc.) are contracted
message is emphatically "hate- husband for help.
ing and previous expo ience.
to private companies.'
whitey."
Not that Joseph D. Atkinson,
Another Negro who holds a
"But," he added, "we have
The stage is not off-Broad- Jr. can't handle figures; it's
..:
way, but in Harlem. The play- just that he calls with such , high administrative post at the
a procurement and contracts
41 wright is not Jean Genet, but large sums of money each day Manned Spacecraft Center is
division which keeps tabs on
poet-dramatist Leroi Jones. And that he might have to grope Leroy Fair, a 34-year•old perthe firms that do business with
the productions are not backed his way through anghing as sonnel management specialist
us to make sure that they do
from Chicago.
by wealthy white theatre de- simple as a grocery bili.
not discriminate because of
Ile attended Chicago's Du.
votees, b U t by anti-poverty
race or color."
Atkinson, 38, is administra- Sable High school, then went
The October issue of the Housing aide; 1.uke C. Moore, funds.
Any Negro's pride in the acPeter
Marshall;
S.
U.
tive
assistant
the
to
of
chief
Ridley,
to Houston where he mimed a
Howard University Magazine
Here lies the crux of a concomplishments of his race
recorder of deeds; Jaws A.
the chief of the technical serv- leges on recruiting trips to atclaims 25 alumni and faculty Washington, Public 1.tilities troversy that may bring renewwould be heightened by a visit
already stormy ices at the National Aeronautics tract recent graduates into the
members who are making a commissioner; and John B. ed turbulence to
to the Space Senter, most secHARYOU-ACT, Harlem's multi- a n d Space Administration's NASA organization.
tions of which are closed to the
"continuing contribution . . to Duncan, D. C. commissioner, million dollar anti-poverty pro- Manned Spacecraft Center.
This requires a special skill,
general public.
A graduate of the Ilarvard gram and its potential, but also
the federal service."
VIRGINIA MAN NOW "TOP" gram.
From the Negro guard at the
The Black Arts Repertory School of Business Administra- not only in explaining the proThe report called the appoint- AT Civil Service Commissionmain entrance, on to the workWorkshop School, locat- tion, he is one of hundreds of in being able to spot students
Theatre
R.
GS-15
a
James
er:
Poole,
fedfive
include
(which
ments
er helping to construct a new
ed in the heart of Manhattan's Negroes involved in this coun- degree in industrial arts. Fair's
eral judges, and three ambas- at the Commission is now Di- ,Negro Ghetto was Jones' bram- try's space programs.
rocket testing facility, to pretjob is to find the high-grade
to the
assistant
rector, Youth Opportunity Proadministrative
38,
Jr..
Atkinson,
D.
Joseph
ty Negro secretaries preparing
sadors) a "milestone." The grams in the Federal Services. Ichild. It seeks to establish with- Other Negroes may Lc.. found personnel needed to operate the
chief of the technical services division at the National
top secret documents, the racin the Negro community a thea- at NASA installations at famed nation's space program.
most recent appointee from the
SpaceManned
Administration's
Space
and
Aeronautics
ial presence is very much in
Universii.y is President, lames Since 1961, the native of Law- tre workshop where Negroes Cape Kennedy, or at tire White Like many other Negroes at
finanAtkinson,
office.
Tex.
Houston,
his
in
shown
is
craft,
evidence.
M. Nabritt, Jr., now on leave renceville, Va., and graduate can express their background Sands, New Mexico, research the Space Center, he is requirninenew
the
of
division,
charge
his
in
of
is
manager
cial
grievances. Im- centers in various parts of the ed to travel to accomplish his
And, if that is not enough,
to the United Nations Security of Virginia State College has problems, and
story project management building which employs more there is Daniel Nichols, laborbeen assistant to the C.S.C.'s provisation and dramas writ- country, or even at NASA head- job, which consists in part of
Council.
have
others
than 200 persons. (NPI Photo)
quarters in Washington.
visits to universities and col.
ing on computations for the upDirector of College Relations' ten by Jones and
of Atkinson operates out of the and graduates mo.a closely
The other two ambassadors and
coming Apollo space flights;
Recruitment. His wife, provided f ree expression
such
in
work
them
of
Many
adthe
in
and
volved
scientific
include the Hon. Patricia R.
people.
white
for
spanking new nine story Proj- suited to the needs of the centhere is exuberant Joseph FulFrances is not only good look- hatred
ministrative network, but the areas as security, food service, ler, studying
Harris to Luxembourg: and the ; ing but is a career maththe- The workshop recently be. ect Management Building and ter.
the data he must
Hon. Mercer Cooke to Senegal matician with th.? Dept. of came a part of the Uplift Pro- is financial manager of his di- Not all of the estimated 130 very nature of the historic work housekeeping, building main- have to keep track of (Sc astroand Niger.
HARYOUthrough
funded
vision, which employs more Negroes at the Manned Space- with which they are connected tenance. A NASA spokesman nauts as they whirl through
gram,
Navy,
ACT, and the question of wheth- than 200 persons. The division craft Center are directly in- gives them a feeling of pride. explained:
space.
With Mrs. liarris, the Howshould
funds
poverty
not
or
er
ard Magazine lists three other
structured
into
"perverted"
be
women: Freak M. Freeman, MAJOR MEMOS: The niost
anti-white protest drama has
commissioner to the Civil recent Johnson appointee is (as
•
been defended by James KaRights Commission; Aileen Her- Washington Round-up predictleher. deputy director of
nandez, another commissioner ed) Harry T. Alexander who
publi•-y
city for the Office Of Economic
to the Equal Employment Op- has been appointed Principal Opportunity in Washington.
portunity Commission (perform- Assistants to the U. S. Attorney "We'd rather see these kids
ing brilliantly) and Mrs. Ben- David Bress. Formerly with the fussing on the stage than in
netta B. Washington, director, Justice Department, Alexander the streets," Kelleher contendWomen's Training Centers, Pov- is a native of Nev Orleans . . • ed.
crty Corps.
has CHATTANOOGA,Tenn.—(UPI)
Dr. William Martin. former On the other hand Jones
said • "I don't see anything — Mrs. Claude McClure, wife
Mrs. Washington makes up dean at Hampton Institute now -the only husband-wife team a State Department aide in the wrong with hating white peo.. American soldier reHarlem must be t a ken of a.
among the "milestone" graduates. She is married to another in East Africa where he is lay• firm the beast and gain its eased by the Viet Cong, said
famous aldinnus Walter Wash- ing the groundwork for a spec• sovereignty as a black nation." she has received a message
ington, director, National Capi- ial manpower study . . . the The 31-year-old playwright from her husband to meet him
opposses integration as the an. !II Berkeley, Calif.
tat Housing Authority,
new Lena Horne autobiography swer to the black man's dilemThe federal judges are ScoveT called "Lena," in its third ma. and advocates complete
-The message did not say
Richardson, U.S. Customs printing makes an ideal Christ- separation of the races. He. when to meet him," she said.
Court; William B. Bryant, U.S. mas gift.
is all right," she added.
"He
wrote:
once
District Court; Andrew J. How"The force we want is of 20 1 "He said (in the telegram) he
ard, General Sessions Court;
million spooks (N egroe s) has been released and is doing
Joseph C. Waddy, General Ses- Mrs. Charles Davis of Chi- storming America with furious fine."
sions Court; and Spottswood cago is one of AID's newest cries and unstoppable weapons.
Mrs. McClure said the mesRobinson, U.S. District ourt. talent recruiters... Alice Dun. We want actual explosions and
sage from her Army Sergeant
actual brutality."
veteran
newswoman
nigan,
Other than Ambassador Cook,
When he decided to join sev- husband was "very short."
who may be returning to How. formerly with the abolished eral other writers and become
the
with
is
Labor
P.C.E.E.O.
Mrs. McClure went into secluard University directing one of
and expatriate to Harlem. Jones
its major programs, ex-faculty Department's Contract Compli. left behind a Jewish wife and sion after McClure said he
.
.
.
UniOffice
Howaid
ance
fed.
couldn't support U.S. policies
and present faculty in the
two children. His desire. he
eral government include Ralph versity's Public Affairs director said, was to be with "our peo- in Viet 'Nam.
J. Bunche, United Nations; Ernest Goodman at Freedman's pie" and "to reeducate the
"She is feeling much better
Howard Jenkins, Jr., National Hospital,
nearly half a million Harlem now," her mother, Mrs. Martha
La bor Relations Board; C. George Booker of the
in
pride
new
find
to,
Negroes
Jude, said.
DemoClyde Ferguson, Unitea Na- cratic National Committee out their color.
tions (now director of the Law of the hospital and back at The theatre school was estabMrs. Jude said neither she
School) and G. Franklin Ed- work . . . Ambassador Patricia lished in a three-story Harlem nor her daughter believe Mcgroup's
the
d
n
a
tenement,
wards, a member of the Na- Harris will not get to Chicago
(lure has taken sides with thel
tional Capital Planning Com- as Round-up reported. Accord- street-corner dramatic present- North Vietnamese.
poeand
concerts
jazz
ations,
St
mission.
ing to the newest Negro envoy try readings attracted thous- InPhnom Penh. Cambodia, inA construction worker and a policeman try to
area school. The worker is trying to get past
Others, Solicitor Gencral who appeared on the television ands this summer.
formed scurces said official red
break the human chain that was formed in front
Father James Groppi, assistant pastor of St.
Thurgood Marshall; Hobart show "A Moment With . . ." The flavor of the art group's tape may delay for possibly anTaylor, Jr., member (,f the She will head for Puerto Rico philosophy may not be palat- other week the departure of
of the entrance to the construction site of the
Roniface Catholic Church, who was one of four
board, Export-Import Bank; before she returns to Luxem- able to those already critical of McClure and Sgt. George F.
new Edward MacDowell school in Milwatikte. The
clergymen arrested along with seven other
Shelton B. Granger. II F. W. bourg where she still peiforms HARYOU-ACT, But at least Smith, Chester, W. Va., also recivil rights demonstrators formed the line after
demonstrators. (UPI Telephoto),
aide; Samuel Z. Westerfield, on the Commission on the Kelleher does not find it un- leased from a Viet Cong prison
an all-night vigil at the site of the new NegroState Dept. aide; Oliver Hill, Status of Puerto Rico,
camp.
savory. Ile states:
•

.
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MARIDELIA:we
Les Cheres Amies enjoying the evening were
attended the wedding of ALPHA BRAWNER and ARTHUR JOYCE BLACKMON.
CLAUDM*4
DEWITT,
GLADYS
BRISTER,
the
VIP
LORRAINE
EMMA
JEAN
STOTTS
feted
And
Friday
night
ADAMS,
FI,OYD, JR. Jewel describes the wedding which was held at
TURNEVY:
JUANITA
ISABEL,
ETHEL
HOLT,
abode
and
gifted
the
prize
FOSTER, ALMA
the Little Church Around the Corner as elegantly simple or Bridge club at her Quinn Avenue
winners with crystal jewelry and filigree tissue holders.
and OPHEL1A VANPELT.
simply elegant.
LOIS JONES,
prizes
were
VELMA
Club
members
winning
Other Les Unis Aimes present were ZELLA ADA
ELIZABETH
SIlitON
enAnd with the bridge club circuit:
commutes from Coldwater, GRACE BROWN, who was hostess to the group just the w
GILLESPIE,
who
and
MAUDE
Filling
in
Parkway
home.
tertained the Devoues at her South
Miss. Guest winners were ELMA MARDIS and CARLEE before, SAVANNAH MAYES, and CHRISTINE ROBINSON. a,,,e144,1
for absent members were ALTHEA-PRICE, who won first prize
BODYE.
Guests marveling over the huge twin display roster
and Norma Griffin.
Oher members present were VALTINA ROBINSON, the two clubs and names of guests which was hand letter
SALLIE BARTHOLOMEW won second prize and GRACE FAYE LEWIS. MARIE MOTLOW, BERNICE COLE, MARTHA were SALLIE BARTHOLOMEW, FREDDIE BELL, MARI
YOUNG was third prize winner.
BROWN, another commuter from Coldwater, MARY HELEN BRADLEY, VERA CLARK, HARRIET!' DAVIS, LOIS HA
Other - members attending were ORPHELIA BYAS, LEOLA EZZELL, ERL1NE MOBLEY, and SHELIA ROBERTSON. GRAVES, BERNICE HOWARD, ST. IVORY JEANS, BERNI
GILLIAM, IDA JAMISON, IRIS.HARRIS, ALLEGRA TURNER, CLEO JONES was also a guest.
McCLELLAN, BERTHA RAY, ESSIE SHAW, BETTIE STEE
By
EDITH 'PHORNTON, and ESTALYN RDSS.
Saturday night CARLEE BODYE greeted members of the LOIS TARPLEY, KATHRYN THORNTON, LOUISE WARIrass
Prizes were a magazine rack, card table covers and pillow Little Club and friends for bridge.
FANNIE WEST, HELEN WHALUM, and LILLIAN WOLFE. . -"
Members of the Little Club enjoying the cuisine and adcases.
The Newmans on Neptune, LILLIAN and FLOYD that
•
The Rubaiayat Social Club met at Tony's Inn with PEGGY miring the decor of the establishment were SALLY THOMAS, entertained Congressman and Mrs. George Crider with a coffiBLi
.74
"The bamboo which bends is stronger than the oak which COX pnd LAVONIA DEBERRY as hostesses where they dis- ELIZABETH ROMBY and MINNIE ANDERSON who were first, a couple of Saturdays past.
second and third place winners respectively and CLOTEAL
cussed holiday plans.
And Mrs. JOHN RINGOLD on Edith was hostess to this.
resists". Japanese Proverb.
9
Members present were DORIS BUCHANAN, LORENE BU- TOLES, CHARLENE YARBROUGH, MARGARET SANDERS. Edith Avenue block club just prior to the meeting to MI144
We're still catching up with the Thanksgiving holidays
ANN CURTIS, EVELYN MAYS, BENNIE F A Y GARDNER, MARGARET THOMPSON W. 0. SPEIGHT, Jr., who entertained them at her SoutErs
though the yuletide season is fast approaching and parties for FORD, HELEN GREEN,
CLARA PARKER, HARY RHODES, and ANNIE JEAN STEINBERG.
Parkway home. Jewel has kept the ties with her forineer.
that season have already begun with the Entre Neus semi- JEWELL NORMENT,'
Comprising the guest list were DOROTHY EVANS, EVANS, neighbors and is still a member of the block club.
EVELYN VAVASSEUR, GLORIA,
formal which held was last Friday night at Club Paradise. MAXINE SHIPP TAYLOR,
WARD, HAZEL WARREN, ELLEN WILSON, JEANETTE 1-first prize winner; CRUTCHER, second prize and LAVERNE
And with the kindergarten set, little SHERRY CHERI
NEDRA SMITH is president of that group of party givers.
WEATHERS third, ELMA MARDIS, EMMA JEAN STOTTS, STOKES, who is the daughter of BOBBIE and JOHN STOK
WHITTAKER and GLORIA YOUNG.
MARIE BRADFORD spent the Thanksgiving holidays with
And ALMA HOLT was hostess to the Four Sinters Bridge ANN LEE, ANNA CLARK, MAMIE DILLARD, ZERNIA PEAmarked her third birthday with a party. „="0
sister HELEN BRADFORD in the Windy City where Helen is club at Mrs. Cain's. Prize winners were BENNIE WILLIAMS, COCK, EVELYN ROBERTSON, CLEO JONES, and ANNIE on Vista Drive
.
of the home was beautifully decorator
family
room
The
a schoolmarm. Marie was feted by EDWARD CONYNERS BERTHA JOHNSON and THELMA HARRIS.
MARIE GREENE.
with balloons and nursery rhyme pictures which was thstais
and HAROLD LEMONS, who're former Memphis teachers now
The
prizes
BETHEL,
were
beaded
JEWEL
cigarette
were
cases,
gold
jewelry boxes, handiwork of the little honoree's father, who escaped fee*
Other members playing bridge
ivith the Chicago Board of Education.
LOIS HARGRAVES, EMMA TOM JOHNSON, GLORIA HOW- jeweled key chains and pendant necklaces.
a game of golf when the little guests began to arrive.
•
Spending the holidays with EDITH WILLIS at her Berkeley ARD, CELIA CHAPLIN and HELEN SHELBY.
And also on Saturday night MARTHA FLOWERS was hostLittle people helping Sherry celebrate the "auspicious
avenue home were her mother, Mrs. HATTIE BERNARD from
RITA BRAITHWAITE LAVENDER was her cousin's guest. ing her two bridge clubs, LES CHERES AMIES and Les Unis casion" were BRIAN PATTERSON, IRIS JACKSON, REG!
Fort Smith, Ark., and her sister, Mrs. AGNES CARTER who
And it was also at Mrs. Cain's where ROSE MARIE Amies.
NALD HOLEYFIELD, HAROLD and RENEE HENDERSO
teaches kindergarten in Chicago.
Vying for and winning the elegant prizes which were penEVANS entertained the Los Fabuloses Bridge Club and at which
GINA and NORVEL JACKSON and WILLIAM HUGHES.
And BERNICE CALLOWAY and the W. D. CALLIANS time new members, LOIS TARPLEY and ELENE PHILLIPS dant watches, perfume sets which consisted of bath oil, perAnd pretty little DEBBIE EVANS whom we always kneltie.,-,,
fume and soap, tapestry and leather billfolders and bridge card
spent the holidays in Nashville, where they attended the Ten- were welcomed.
was
an actress has earned her first bit of money, fifty dolla
Members serving as a welcoming committee for the new sets, were Les Cheres AMIES WILHELMEIN LOCKARD, BERnessee State Homecoming game. Then Bernice was off to Chino less! Debbie, the ten year old daughter of OUIDA EVA
cago where she attended the annual Phil Beta Sigma Fraternity's members were: °DESTINE HERNDON who captured the first NICE HARRIS and WINIFRED FRANKLIN.
in Chicago and HAROLD EVANS et!.7.71
Les Unis Amies sharing prizes were OTHELLA SHANNON, with whom she lives
formal as guest of the Sigma's National Prexy, Atty. and Mrs. prize, a brooch and earring set: NEDRA JORDAN whose
Memphis appeared in a play entitled, "Her Name", at the Hull
MAURICE A MOORE. His wife, KATHERINE is a former second prize was an umbrella, DORIS RAY winning lingerie CORA SMITH and HELEN HOUSTON
House Theatre in Chicago.
Memphian.
as third prize; NINA- BRAYON, RUBY JEAN LEWIS, ZERNIA Guests winning prizes were HARRIETT WALKER, ALTHEA
The director who did his casting in the schools heard her
PRICE,
EDDIE
NORA
JONES.
RIDEOUT,
and
JUANITA
LEWIS
and
LILLIAN
Then the week-end prior to the holidays just past, JEWEL PEACOCK,
CAMPBELL, ELIread and was immediately impressed with her ability. Debbie
ZABETH
wallet,
and
SIMON
who
won
a
end
BARBARA
ATKINS
• GENTRY HULBERT, jetted it off to New York City where she
Guests were
ELMIRA.W1LLIAMS.
is the niece of Jane Johniean and ANNIE SUE BURFORD.
And MILDRED and ONZIE HORNE'S son, ONZIE, JR,,
is president of his freshman class at Carleton College in Min- '
nesota and his own jazz program on a local radio station in
us
the college town.
PgULINE ALLEN has her daughter, MILDRED ALLEN
STINSON from Flint, Michigan visiting her.
The AKAs met Saturday night in the recreation rooms of
St. Andrews church where they held election of officers.
Seventeen lovely young sub Williams of Detroit, Mich.
VELMA LOIS JONES was re-elected basileus and the otha
debs were inducted into the
Other Co-Ettes are Melanie officers elected are ELMA MARDIS, anti-basileus, JUANITA,
Inc., in a ceremony held in the McWilliams, president a n d
CHAMBERS, second anti-basileus, LUCY SUTTLES, secretary',
Memphis Chapter Co-Ette Club, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Leo
faculty loungs of LeMoyne Col- W. McWilliams, Clarice Hobson, DORIS LEWIS, assistant secretary; EDITH WILLIS, corre4
lege with a reception immedi- chairman of the Jr. board of ponding secretary; YVONNE ACEY, assistant corresponding
ately following the ceremony. directors and daughter of Mr. secretary; HELEN SHELBY, treasurer, RUBY SPIGHT, pa
The Co-Ette Club is a nation- and Mrs. Louis B. Hobson, Jes- liamentarian; GLORIA LINDSEY, graduate advisor to Betaal teenage girls organization sica 'Johnson, first vice presi- Tau Chapter at LeMoyne, and JEWEL BETHEL, Ivy L 'eht.
with chapters in Detroit, where dent, and daughter of Mrs. Inez reporter.
it was founded by Mrs. Edward Johnson and the late Jesse JohnMARIE HARRIS, was chairman of the hostesses who were...
Davis; Chicago, where they are son, Sandra Hobson, second ERNESTIIsiE GUY, EMILY JACKSON, HATTIE JACKSONi.
vos
vice-president
and daughter of and MARY HARGROW.
/sponsored by Mrs. Harry H. C.
Gibson and Mrs. Theodore Mr. and Mrs. Louis B. Hobson,
Cherry hellos and hurry and get wells to Mrs. BESSI/V
Jones; and Houston, where they Johnanna -Sandridge, third vice MAE RHODES, WALTER MARSHALL, W. F. "BILL" NA- are sponsored by Mrs. Walter president and daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph Sandridge, BORS, and JOHNETTA HOZAY.
J. Minor.
We extend our deepest sympathy to the family of DC
The national project of the Nancy Sims, recording secreC. M. ROULHAE in their bereavement and wish to say to.
club is the United Negro Col- tary and daughter of Mr. and
lege Fund to which the Mem- Mrs. Howard Sims, Emma May- them that time is a gentle healer of all wounds, and hoping
phis chapter has contributed weather, corresponding secre- they will find consolation in the knowledge that for over
93,550. Each Chapter also sub- tary and daughter of Mr. and a half a century, their loved one practiced one of the noblest
Mayewather, professions known to man, that of medicine.
scribes to a Life Membership Mrs. Twillard
Gail Terrell, social secretary —
in the NAACP.
and daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
New Co-Rites are Carolyn Grady
Terrell, Kathy Graham,
Bridgeforth, daughter of Mr. treasurer
and daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Stonewall Bridgeforth, and Mrs.
Charles Graham, and
Marsha Chandler, daughter of Paticia
Simpson, business manaMr. and Mrs. Howard Chandler, ger and
daughter of Mr. and
Muriel Curry, daughter of Mr. Mrs. James
Simpson.
HOLLINGSWORTH-WEBB WEDDING PARTY — Members
H. C. Nabrit, who performed the ceremony; the bride, the and Mrs. Nicer Curry, Elizaof the Hollingsworth-Webb wedding party are seen here
former Miss Carolyn Hollingsworth; Oliver Ingram, Mrs. beth Davis, daughter of Mr. and Miss Erma Lee Laws is sponsor of the group and Angela
following the recent ceremony at Flora's Wedding chapel.
Kathryn Bowry, matron of honor, and Osbie Howard, Jr. Mrs. Claiborne Davis, Carol
Flowers, a former Co-Ette is
From left are Miss Sara Baker, Bernard Roberson, best
Standing in front is little Miss Denise Hollingsworth, sister Earls, daughter of Mr. and Mrs advisor.
man; Miss HazeII Glover, Arthur Webb, the groom; Rev.
Felton Earls, Vanette Ishmael,
of the bride. (Blakeley Photo)
daughter of Mrs. Calverta IshJames Sandridge, Mrs. John mael, Cheri Lynn Joyner,
Taylor, Sr., Mr. and Mrs. L. B. daughter of Mrs. Louise Joyner
Scott, Mrs. Roland Powell, and the late Luther Joyner,
Mrs. W. B. Meadows, Elder Sharon Lewis, daughter of Mr.,
and Mrs. J. M. Doggette, Mrs. and Mrs. Robert S. Lewis,
Mable Dickson, Mrs. Lillian C. and Shirley Little daughterJr.,'
of
Thompson, Mrs. Ethel Bell, Mrsimr. and Mrs. Charles Little. .
Delores Callian, Miss Ernestine other new members are E-i Left blue and right gold
Briggs, Mrs. willeita jones,,laine McCollins, daughter of Mr.'
shoes — or other color cornMISS Carolyn Joyce Hollings- THE GUESTS
'Mildred Hicks, Harold Malone, Miss Margaret B r o w n, Mrs- and Mrs. Leroy McCollins,
binatinns — glittering all over
worth became the bride of Among the guests were Mr.; Mrs. Lizeiz Patterson, Frank.Frankie Shelton. Miss Deloris'tricia Mayweather, daughterPa-l
of,
Arthur LaVon Webb in a re- and Mrs. Theodore Purdy, aunUPatterson and Mrs. Minnie L.,Holmes, Miss Doris Matthew, Mr. and Mrs. Twillard May-., the campuses shortly.
Miss Alice Washington. Mr. weather, Mary Lynn Morris,
cent ceremony at Flora's Wed- and uncle of the groom: Arthur Nally.
Forty coeds at Hofstra Uniand Mrs. Charles Iles, Mr. Herding chapel with the Rev.
W e h h, grandfather of t h e. And L. Williams. Mrs.
Eliza- bert Brown, Mr. a n d Mrs. daughter of Rev. and Mrs. Hugh, versity came up with the idea
C. Nabrit. pastor of First Bap- groom; Mrs. Lula F'unches, b e t h Sherman,
Morris, Joyce Parker. daughter
Mrs. Jennie Terry Addison, Mrs. R i
t t a of Mr. and Mrs. William Par. of shoes in their school colors
tist Church Lauderdale officiat- grandmother of the bride; Mrs.: Weir, Mrs.
Tellie Gray, Miss I Smith. Mr. and
Mrs. John W. ker, Peggy Prater, daughter of: and the result was a rush to
ing in the double ring cere- Johnnetta Carruthers. aunt of,Bobba
Matthews, Miss Iris Powell,
Mrs. W. G. Brown, Rev. Ir. and Mrs. Edwin rater, e-, shoe stores in Garden City, N.Y.
mony.
the bride: Mr. and Mrs. JosePh Ifayes, Ralph Hayes, Miss
P.
SILVER ANNIVERSARY — Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow W.
The idea of wearing school's
The bride is the daughter of Isabel and son, Anthony, mu- Smith, William Jones, Miss and Mrs. A, McEwen Williams, gina Riley, daughter of Mr. and,
Walker of 1963 Dunn ave. recently celebrated their twentyafoot came from Delta
Mrs. Kathryn Shaw of 2086 sins of the bride: and Mr. and Doris Carin, Charles Bader, Mrs. Willene Phillips, a cou- Mrs. Henry Riley, Denise Sime,i colors
fifth wedding anniversary with dinner at the Hotel Chisca.
Swift at. The groom's parents Mrs. Edgar Cole, cousins of Mr. and Mrs. John Nobly, sin of the bride; Mr. and Mrs. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Chi Delta sorority.
Metthew Edwards a n d Miss Sims and Linda Williams, Evelyn Kalenscher, sorority
Here they are seen in their home as they prepare to cut
are Mrs. Gladys Webb of 1479 the groom.
Roosevelt Richardson, Miss
cake decorated with a candle representing each year of
Willett and Alonzo Webb of Chi- Also Mrs. Thelma McLemore .Lois Scott, Miss Doris Farm- Dianne Taylor, cousins of the daughter of Mrs. Edith Hub- president, said this is one way
bride,
and
Ford
Webb,
uncle
of
marriage.
cago.
=L-lbard Williams and Dr. Ervin'to show school pride.
Mrs. Emma Longpree, Mr. and er, Miss Barbara Walker, Mrs.
the groom.
Given in marriage by her Mrs. James Haralson, aunt and Vandelia Millers, Mrs. E. KarThe bride and the groom are
uncle, James Haralson, t h e uncle of the bride; Mr. and land, Mrs. C. Blakeley, Mr.
at home at 1875 Glenview. Mr.
bride wore a dress of Chantilly Mrs. Fred Waterford, Mr. and and Mrs. T. H. Hayes, Jr., Miss
Webb is with Union Protective
lace fashioned along the Mar- Mrs. Rufus Thomas, Mr. and Barabara Milligan, Mrs. MarLife Insurance company.
tha Washington style, trimmed Mrs. Matthew Simmons, Mrs. garet Brown, Franklin Shelwith sequins.
Nellis Wright, Mr. a n d Mrs. ton, Mrs. Ben Brittman, Mrs.
The dress had long sleeves, a LeRoy Baker and daughter, Andrew Strickland, Mrs. Alvin
scalloped neckline, and a skirt : Beverly: Mrs. Edwina Hudson, Turner and daughter, Miss T.
of four tiers and chapel-length Mrs. Margaret Turner, Miss Casedine, Mrs. Bertha Howard,
train. The illusion veil was at- Dianne Taylor, Mrs. Ernestine Mr. and Mrs. Osbie Howard, Harvest Day, sponsored by
tached to a crown of pearls. Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. B. Rice, Jr., Clifton Best, Miss Julia the Missionary Society, will be
She carried a bouquet of or- Mrs. Gertha Hunt, Mrs. Emma 011y, Mrs. M. 011ie, Miss Pat- observed at St. Paul Spiritual
ARISH
Jarvis, Mrs. Myrtle Weston, ricia Sinclair.
AbItA P
chids.
church Dec. 12, at 3:00. The
ST • Bartlett
Miss
Janice
OE
Price,
Miss
Anna
OTHER
GUESTS
AMES
Rev. Swannigan of Gospel
Mrs. Kathyrn Bowry, a couRoad,
Supper
THE l
Stage
Ravioli
sin of the bride, was the mat- Jones, Mrs. Mary Pearson, And Miss Sandra Taylor Temple Baptist church will be
6529
P.M.
amous
Mrs.
Alberta,
Hampton,
Calvine
Mrs.
Josephine
Gipson,
00
Mr.
the
guest
speaker.
Rev. Thomas
ron of honor. Bridesmaids were
f
Serve Dec.11,
5 til 9
*ill
CLUB
Miss Sara Baker and Miss Whitfield, Miss Utoka Quarles and Mrs Eugene C. Moore,is pastor.
Saturday
C01.11410
and Lewis Hampton.
Hazell Glover.
SOCIAL
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A
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BRIDESMAIDS DRESSES
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The bridesmaids wore short Also Allen Dillard, 511,
(f Membership Contort
Meet
01
Lunge
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blue dresses softly gathered at Patricia Townsend, Miss,
Co019
o
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946-2
The
In
in 1i
the waist. The matron-of hon- Virginia a n d Rebecca Hill.
Like
Presents
Blvd.
Miss Doris Fent, Misses Vera
or's dress was soft pink.
Union Protectivesiss
Cl..1.18
Little Miss Denise Hollings- a n d Julia 011ie, Mr. a n d
vierInesclay t/ite
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MEWS
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Every
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17 Teenagers Join
Local Co-Ette Chapter

Miss Hollingsworth Wed
To Arthur La Von Webb

Left And Right

100% human Hair

WIG SALE
Regular '125.00

WIG

Sale Price $69,95

REV. F.D. MOORE
Oils, Candles, Incense
2180 Howell ANC.

Ph 275-0468 - Memphis Tenn.

.NO DOWN PAYMENT
FIRST INSTALLMENT; AFTER JAN. 1, 1966

BAUMAN WIG GALLERY
Ph 521-9511
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NEW COU'ITES were honored with a reception following
their induction in the Memphis Chapter Co•Ette Club In
the faculty lounge of LeMoyne College. Left to right they
are: Vanette Ishmael, Muriel Curry, Mary Lynn Morris,
Denise Sims. Peggy Prater, Marsha Chandler, Cheri Lynn
Joyner, Carol Earls, Joyce Parker, Elizabeth Davis, Linda

Williams, Miss Erma Lee Laws, Sponsor, Sharon Lewis,
Clarke Hobson, Chairman of the Junior Board of Directors
and Melanie McWilliams, President. Second row left to
right: Patricia Mayweather, Carolyn Bridgeforth, Elaine
McCollins, Regina Riley and Shirley Little.

NEW DELTAS AT LeMOYNE — Seven coeds were inducted into LeMoyne College's Alpha Upsilon chapter of Delta
Sigma Theta sorority recently. Left to right are Dianne
Daniel, Gloria Terry, Gloria Knox, Freddie Foster, Bar•

Pair, In 80s Wed

1LLEN

oms of

e othgc

retail%
correk.
onding
r,
o Bettr
Y Lek ,

bara Hence, Diane Evans and Verna Stephens. President d
the college chapter is Lilia Ann Abron. Lora Ann Greene
is dean of pledgees.

BANK TELLER TRAINEES

IPSWICH, England — (UPDISaturd ay. Both had married
— Eight y-one•war•old Robert after their parents turned,
Cooper and Mrs. Alice Sporle, thumbs down on their romance,'
83, who were teen-age sweet- but they met again by chance
hearts before the turn of the two years ago and took tti,
century, finally got married where they left off.

CASHIERS—CHECKERS
PBX-RECEPTIONISTS

New Subscription Order

TOP JOB IN MEMPHIS AREA
TRAIN NOW—PAY LATER
HIGH SCHOOL EDUC., NOT NEEDED

eat
O We'

Kindly send me the Tr -State
Defender to address below
One year $6.00 Six months $3.50

ncsotri
5.7

;ESSIN
NA-

of Di:
say So.
hopidr.
✓ ov
noblaagi

THE NEW TRI STATE DEFENDER
TO

NO AGE LIMIT,
DAY & EVENING CLASSES
FREE PLACEMENT ASSISTANT
AIR CONDITIONED

CASHIER TRAINING INSTITUTE
Zone No'

Street Address
State

City

66 MONROE SUITE 876
527-5508

MEMPHIS WIG WAM
PRETTY CO-ETTES who're saying vote for me to be -Miss
Co-Ette" are left to right Linda Williams, Carol Earls,
Peggy Prater and Vanette Ishmael. Second row left to right
Cheri Joyner, Elizabeth Davis and Sharon Lewis. The eon'

test which will benefit the teenage girls club national project, the United Negro College Fund will he climaxed at
the Co•Ettes annual Charity Ball at Bruce Hall, December

YW-Wives Sponsor A Trip
To Shiloh And Pickwick
Thirty-six members of the thiairritan YW-Wives, Mrs. LuBrown, Mrs. Hattie
YW-Wives club of the Sarah tisha
Brown Branch Young Women's Braithwaite, Mrs. Marie Coe.
Association made a delightful Mrs. Abbie Clay, Mrs. Flora
bus trip to Shiloh National Cochran, Miss Naomi Creswell, I
Park and Pickwick Dam re- Mrs. Thelma Evans, Mrs. Bes- '
sie Edwards, Mrs. Ethel Hooks,
cently on a chartered bus.
The group spent a delightful Mrs. Willette Ilumphreys,
"holiday from Apron Strings" Mrs. Hilda Helm, Mrs. Edith
when they left the YWCA at Griffin. Miss Irene Gleeden,
10 a.m. and returned at 5:15 Mrs. Ida Mac Jones, Mrs.
Amanda Johnson, Mrs. Fenton
p.m.
Shiloh National Military Park Little, Mrs. Wilhemia Moore,
is situated along the west bank Mrs. Sara Little, Mrs. Lady
of the Tennessee River and Mae Mills, Mrs. Margaret No.
was the scene of one of the first ah, Mrs. Ruth Y. Porter, Mrs.
great battles of the Civil War. Eva Powell, Mrs. Effie SatterIt ranks second in size among field, Mrs. Abbie Rule, Mrs.
the military parks of America. Bernice Thomas, Mrs. Bornina
Also found in the park are large Taylor.
And Mrs. Geneva Williams,
prehistoric Indian Mounds, a
Mrs. Ethel Dewalt, Mrs. Sarah
museum and library.
Following a tour of the park, Wilson, Mrs. Thelma Burke and
the group visited Pickwick Mrs. Gussye Williamson of For.
Dam, one of the important rest City, Ark.; Mrs. Maud D.
flood control units of T. V. A. Bright, Mrs. Alice Ruth Minor,
Members making the trip and Mrs. Ruth Reeves of the
were Mrs. P. F. Caruthers, YWCA Staff.
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NEW!
SHANGRI—LA WIG
Memphis Wig Warn Exclusive. ..
Lifetime Guaranteed-Your Life
Free. .Clean . .Care .. Style at any Wig Warn Shop

AttniptiisIIitgIIi ant
tsfles -gilertjont a
4111trrg Xmas
and a
lappg
n'fear
YEAR END CLEARANCE SALE
MODEL AND DISPLAY WIGS
3995

MISS IRENE TURNER
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley W. I She is also a member of the
Turner announce the engage- Beta Tau chapter of the Alpha
ment of their daughter, Miss Kappa Alpha Sorority.
Irene Turner, to Mr. Henry E.I Mr. Barrenthk, Jr., son of
'Mr. and Mrs. Henry E. Barren'
entine, Jr.
e bride-elect is a graduate tine, Sr. of Millington', is also
oodstock High. She is ncr„ ,a graduate of Woodstock. After
a senior at LeMaVne College ,completing a tou rot duty Wfth
majoring in mathematics. She Ithe U. S. Army in Orleans,
is president of the student Ten-!France, he was employed by
nessee Education Congress, a the Sears.
member of the LeMoyne Stu-' The vows will be exchanged
dent Christian Fellowship As- Dec. 19, at the New Mt. Pleasant Baptist Church,
sociation, and NAACP

lik

each time you buy 2 half-gattows el

MIDWEST MILK
STORII
AT YOUR FOOD

A INGS!

Stop And Shop
At

Therese's Shop
Interesting and unique Xmas iifts, all packaged ueau•
ti fully, for women, men and cnildreri.
A wide choice of gifts; lingerie, toiletries, jewelry
notions, and many, many others.
We have a unique selection of suits and dreCseTrr
the Xmas holidays.
Open from 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Daily
8:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. Friday & Saturday
Mr. George Williams-Owner
Mrs. Thltr•s• Militants'Co-Owner
Mrs. Artn•tts Henderson McCrey • Mgr.

1172 FLORIDA ST.

New Shangri-La wig,
includes

Head Block, Carming Case
and 6 months FREE St),Iing -

ASK ABOUTABOUT OUR
AUTOMATIC
FINANCE!
If you are buying a wig at 11emphic.
Wig Warn - buy a Shangri-La monthly note's, remaining ihe

same

Come In Today

MEMPHIS WIG WAM
94 South U am n Street

525-1433
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DEFENDER Is Your Paper.
The
Be Sure You Give It Your Support.

GIFT TAPE RECORDER . . . Presenting
tape recorder to the Homebound Students
Program are Mrs. Vera Clark and Mrs.
Gracie Lewis of the Alpha Delta chapter

of Alpha Pi all Sorority. Receiving the
gift are Phyllis McNeil, a student, and Mrs.
Theresa Williams, her homebound teacher.
(Henry Ford Phqto)

Sorority's Gift Will
Aid Pupils In Homes
Alpha Delta chapter of Alpha
Pi Chi Sorority, a sorority for
business and professional women, has as its project — the
home-bound students of Mrs.
Theresa Williams.
The Homebound Student Program is a special one of the
Board of Education with its
purpose being to provide formal training for students who
are unable to attend the regular day classes.
Teachers are sent to the
homes to teach these students.

HANDSOME BAR
Includes 18 PIECE Glassware Set!

They are provided the same
teaching program as the public
schools; english, mathematics,
social studies, and sciences.
Field trips are provided for
those who are transportable.
Alpha Delta works with only
one teacher, Mrs. Theresa Williams, providing clothings and
toys at Easter and Christmas
and equipment which will make
learning easier for the students. The request this year
was a tape recorder and portable chalk boards.

game alumni buffet dinner on Thanksgiving. Thousands of fans saw unbeaten 'cm
nessee State bring to a glorious conclu§11
a spectacular season. (Joe Zinn Photo)

ALUMNI AT HOMECOMING — Mrs. I. H.
Murphy, far right, and Atty. Murphy of
Memphis were among the hundreds of
graduates and former students of Tennessee State university attending the after.

World Council Of Churches
To Meet In Geneva Feb. 8

GENEVA—The annual meet- mittee chairman Dr. Franlin
—Plans for the WCC's Fourth
ing of the 100-member-policy Clark Fry, New York, presi- Assembly to be held in middent of the Lutheran Church in 1968. The last Assembly was
making Central Committee of
America; and by Dr. Visser 't held in New Delhi,
India, in
the World Council of Churches
Hooft.
1961.
will be held in Geneva, Feb.
In sessions following the com- —Plans for the Worli Con8-17, 1966.
It will be the committee's mittee will receive reports deal- ference on Church and .3ociety
to be held in July, 1966, in Gefirst meeting in the WCC's ing with:
headquarters c ity, although —Relations with the Roman neva.
specincluding
Catholic
Church
previous meetings have been
—International affairs from
sessions of the
held in other parts of Switzer- ial reports on
Its Commission of the (lopes
WCC-Roman
Catholic
Joint
land. Sessions will be held at
Alwhich will on International Affairs
the new Ecumenical Center working committee
in& with world trouble spots
by
that
meetings
held
two
have
which was dedicated in July.
d from the IVCC' b Including Viet Nam and RhoThe committee represents servers to the Second Vatican desia, and also with nuclear
Tick-tock...tick-tock...
the WCC's 214 full member and Council.
weapons testing and stockpileight "associate member" —Relations with "conserva- ing.
churches of the Protestant,
—Applications for member- .;
tive evangelicals" outside WCC
Anglican, Orthodox, and Old
ship from several churches.
membership.
Catholic cornmunions aroundl
the world. "Associate members" are those churches with
less than 10,000 members. Roman Catholic observers appointed by the Vatican Secre.:
145 Auction Ave.
tariat for the Promotion of:
Christian Unity will attend.
Ph 526-9989
Theme of the meeting will
be "The Ecumenical Way and
the Specific Role of the World
Council of Churches." Speeches
Kentucky's Finest Bourbon
and papers will re-examme the
WCC's functions and responsibilities in light of the great
Now is our big Xmas Season come out & listen
changes which have taken place
in the ecumenical situation
to the Soul Brothers, playing the best in Soul
since the WCC was formed in
Jazz. From 11:00 p.m. to 3:00 a.m. Fri. & Sat..
1948.
One of the major actions will
Sun. 8:00 p.m. to 12:00
be election of a successor to
the WCC's general secretary,
Wo cote. to Private Parties & Clubs. Modern Faciliti•s, Co,
ducive Env,ronrnent. We serve th• best In foods; Chicken,
17.1r. W. A. Visser 't Hooft, who
Shrimp end Chops.
Steak,
has held the top executive post
since the formation of the World
Council in 1948. Dr. Visser 't
,Hooft, who is 65, has been asked by the Central Committee
to continue until his successor
is appointed.
The nominee or nominees will
STACY4i)
Qtabncturm
be presented to the Central,
of
'awes
1Committee by a special 18Men's
member nominating committee
appointed by the central com.
mittee at its last meeting held
in Enugu, Nigeria. Chairman
THE FINEST SHOES
of this committee is Anglican
Bishop John Sadiq, of Nagpur,
THAT CAN BE MADE
India. The Committee seskits will
open at 4:00 P.M. on February
8 following a half-hour worship
service in the Center chapel.
At the first session animal reSTRAIGHT BOURBON wHISAT • SG PROOF • C1145, OLD CHARTER DIST. CO., 1.0litSVILLE, KY ports will be presented by com-

the Bourbon that
did it watch the clock!

old

Volume Makes The
Difference

Buy now and enjoy this handsome bar all through the holiday
season! The simple styling shows off all the rich beauty of the
flat cut walnut grain; the clever design gives you much more
storage space and conceals a work surface protected with stainresistant plastic! Plus you get o complete 18 piece set of bar.
ware!

DOWNTOWN STORE - 157 SO. MAIN

3432 Summer 3015 Park 4212 Highway 51 South
Phone 452-7308 Phone 323-7656 Phone 396-9496
W Alteh••••1
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BUY YOUR 1966 FORD
FROM

HULL DOBBS CO.
WORLD'S LARGEST
FORD
DEALERS
THE BEST PLACE ON EARTH
TO BUY YOUR CAR

115 South Third St.
Ph 526-8871
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C
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YW Officials
Attend Meet
Mrs. Nettie B'rown, treasurer
of the YWCA Kentucky-Tennessee Young Adult Week-End
Conference, and Mrs. Addie G.
Owen, Executive Director of
The Sarah Brown Branch Young
Women's Christian Association
and four delegates from the
downtown YMCA attended a
planning meeting in Nashville
the latter part of November.
Mrs. Brown and Mrs. Owen
were part of a committee that
made plans for the conference
which will lie held in Louisville,
Kentucky on March 19 to 20,
1966. The' theme of the conference will be "The Christian
Purpose — llow Far Does Our
Candle Shed Its Light?"
The conference is interracial
and includes ten associations of
Tennessee and eKntucky. Mrs.
Brown was elected treasurer at
the conference meeting last
March, 1965.

Word To The Wise
Alvin Wise finished his role
of a has-been actor in "Mirage"
in a scene in a doctor's office
in which he was told: "Quit living in the past and get into a
business with a future
After lunch he ignored the
doctor's advice and reported to
"The War Lord" to portray an
11th century armor maker.
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Live Jazz Show Every
Friday, Saturday, Sunday Night
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EASY TERMS!
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You'll wear Stacy-Adams Shoe. roe
gears —knowing they're the finest you can buy. Fine
bend-craftsmasehip ... rich styling ... luxurious
leathers ... assure you instant and everlasting
comfort — plus smart good looks that'll carry you
through many seasons.
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99 South Main'
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Church Of God 'In Christ A7proves
Plans To Set Up Publishing House

Ala. Jurors Face
3rd Murder Case

Le utilized for the printing Of
MEMPHIS — (NPI) — The uian; J. 0. Patterson, secre- that Ume.
General Assembly of the Church tary; S. M. Crouch, W. G. Ship. theTheubbishopss havese
that all official Chinch of God in
ot God In Christ, Inc., which man, L. II. Ford, B. S. Lyle, C.
facilities Christ litexature.
closed its 58th annual Holy Con- E. Bennett, W. Wells, E. E.
vocation recently, approved Hamilton, F. D. Washington, C.
plans to purchase machinery H. Brewer and John White.
DON'T HESITATE &
Mrs. Annie Batley, Detroit, is
SELMA, Ala. — Now that four jury from the President, the
and equipment for the denomigeneral supervisor of the Wowhite men have been convicted attorneys general of the United
nation's publishing house.
WAIT UP TO THE LAST
in racial and civil rights slay- States and of Alabama and from
Scene of what was described men's department.
MINUTE -CHARGE IT &
ings in the South, Alabi.ma is Dr. Martin Luther King.
Another key development of
as one of the largest and most
taking another look at Selma, Art Hanes, lawyer for Klans
•
PAY NEXT YEAR
successful meetings of the the convocation was the setting
Ala., scene of another race kill- men Collie Leroy Wilkins Jr
Church of God In Christ was up of a study committee to find
ME HOW & let me help
SEE
ing during the heat of protests Eugene Thomas and William
present
church
Mason's Temple, international suitable land on
you pick your Holiday Tailorfor equality.
headquarters of the denomina- property, in Memphis, for the
Eaton, pledged a fight to the
On Tuesday, three white U.S. 5th Circuit Court of Aped Suits & Slack Suits. Now
Melvin M. MaClin, D.D.S.. (In.; S. Ellis As enue (right) dis- tion, which is named for the construction of the C. H. Mason
Dallas County residents two of peals* New Orleans. lie was
that we are heavily stocked
cusses oral cancer control,probiems with Harry W. South- late and revered COGIC found- Theological Seminary.
• - them brothers, will appear in
er, Bishop Charles II. Mason. Outstanding convocation speakworking to see his clients freed
unit,
American
Cancer
Sowick
(left),
president,
Chicago
in oil the latest materials and
— Circuit Court and face murder
delegates were on ers included Dr Arenia C. Malunder the $10,000 appeal bond
ciety (left), president, Chicago unit, American Cancer So- Over 10,000
colors. Just arrived in our
charges for the fatal beating of
Saints
founder-president,
lory,
convothe
inspiring
hand
for
ciety, and Steve W. Lynch.(center) president of the Chicago
Unitarian - Universalist Rev. set for each by U.S. Dist. Judge
wear rentals. New
formal
Lexington,
College
Junior
cation.
Frank
M.
Johnson, Jr.
•
James J. Reeb, a white clergyDental Society. The three met at a day-long Oral Cancer
Mr. Thomas C,irig
styles, with vest
an advisor to the
Miss.,
and
continental
some
discussion
on
There
was
Hanes objected to Johnson's
man from Boston.
Symposium recently in the Sheraton-Blackstone Hotel.
the degree of authority that Manpower Development Trainin After-Six. Also in stock
Rev. Reeb, the 38 - year - old action in delivering a so-called
should be exercised by some ing Act Committee, Washington;
we have for sale the latest
father of four, was slain shortly "dynamite charge" to the allboards and individuals in the Samuel Jackson, commissioner,
before the march from Selma to male, all-white jury which re'n Continental Tuxedo s.
Equal Employment Opportunichurch.
ported itself hopelessly deadMontgomery, last March.
It was agreed that the posi- ty, Washington; Bishop White
Two other visiting clergymen. locked after some eight hours
tion of the executive board had bnd Mayor William B. Ingram,
of the same denomination, who of deliberations.
previously been re-affirmed as Jr.
were with th.:- Boston minister, The judge told them, "this
The new machinery being'
the lawful authoritative governsaid he was attacked by four ease must at some time be deing power of the Church by the purchased for the COGIC pub.
or five white men and clubbed cided," and sent them back for
Elder's Council and the gen- fishing house In Memphis is exon the head as be left a Negro
Charge Account
deliberations which ended less
pected to be installed by the,
eral assembly
cafe in Selma on the night of than four hours
later with guilof
meeting
call
the
April
time
pointed
out,
howThe
bishops
March 9.
MEN'S SHOP
ty verdicts for all three defenever, that "nothing could take the church (April 12-14) is held,
BROTHERS
The minister and some 450
from Bishop 0. T. Jones, Jr., said Bishop Patterson. A speFa.... (4010 Si.
Ph. 525-5401
126
other clergymen from many dants.
cial ceremony dedicating the
religious
organizations
a 11 "In my opinion it was the
However, Mrs. De Lee said. his honor as senior bishop. equipment will be scheduled tor
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
around the country had joined only verdict you could reach in Atty. Gen. Nicholas DeB. Kat- "Until we see some action, we Bishop Jones, of Philadelphia, is
a member at the 12-man execucivil rights workers in the this case," Johnson told the zenbach promised to move won't feel any better."
tive board.
! second of two unsuccessful at- jury. Ile then sentenced the against alleged harassment of
The
trip
to
Washington
by
Other board members are:
tempts to hold the march and Klansmen to the limits of the Negro children attending preMrs. De Lee and 14 others was
dramatize demands for the right 1870 law writt,en to protect
Bishops A. B. McEwen, chairviously all-white schools in Dor- sponsored by the Congress of
to vote.
man; J. S. Bailey, vice chairfreed slaves.
chester County, S.C.
Racial Equality. "We are up
There is aso speculation that Wilkins, Eaton and Thomas
Katzenbach assured a group here for action," Mrs. Be Lee
attempts may be made to re- took it in grim silence.
261 W. Mitchell Rd. Ph 397 - 7507
Ph 397 - 7507
open the case of slain rights "A railroad job," said Hanes, of parents and student from the said. "We're going to stay until
fighter, Jimmy Lee Jackson, of and served immediate notice county that Federal action something is done."
The delegation complained to
Marion, Ala. Jackson was cut of appeal. "When they said would be taken soon.
\
NO MONEY DOWN - UP TO 36 MONTHS TO PAY
One of the parents, Mrs. Vic- Katzenbach that the Negro
down in the streets allegedly by they were deadlocked, it should
toria De Lee, told reporters y- children were beaten, hit by
a bullet fired by a local white have been dismissed."
jter the group's meeting with rocks, and threatened constant- ATLANTA, Ga. — Nineteen
law officer. He became the first Hanes charged that the
jury
!
Kaltenbach that "he said he ly. They said school officials Clark College students have
to die in the current civil rights had
listened to perjured testiwould do something right away. "turn their backs" on such earned listing in the forthcomprotests in the area of Alabama.
mony
witThe three white Ku Klax
!He said court action would be harassment.
ing edition of Who's Who
nesses.
Klansmen found guilty of violattaken during the holidays."
Another member of the dele• Among Students In American
!
One
of
those
witnesses
was
ing the civil rights of Mrs. Viola
A Justice Department source gation, Mrs. Geneva Tracy, Universities And Colleges.
Liazzo, are facing ten year pri- FBI informer Gary Thomas ! said Mrs. De Lee's report was
said one of her daughters was The Social Security AdminisRowe,
who
masqueraded
as
a
son terms.
essentially correct.
burned when a white student tration is mailing applications
Klansman
for
five
years
and
Their conviction on charges of
threw a cherry bomb at her. to persons over 65 who have
told
of
riding
with
the
Klan
federal conspiracy was the
The Negroes said Katzen- not yet filed for cash henefits.
.
second such milestone verdict ;trio as they chased Mrs. Liuz•
bach appeared sympathetic and It also Is cooperating with state
zo's car and then shot her to
in two days.
commended them for taking welfare departments and the
On the previous day, a white death on a dark Alabama highetech interest in their children. Welfare Admin. to reach 1.1
man, for the first time in Ala- way after last spring's massive
They said he advised them to million oldsters receiving pub.
bama judicial history, was Selma-to-Montgomery heedom
"keep courage" until the Christ- lie assistance.
" found guilty in the death of march.
mas holidays, when federal re- Ball said about 1.2 million
Willie Brewster, a Negro.
In Anniston, Ala., Thursday,
persons over 65 have not yet
lief would be sought.
•
Conviction of the Klansmen ,Hubert Damon Strange, 25, was
The delegation also conferred applied for monthly cash sofound guilty of slaying Mrs.!sentenced Friday to 10 years in
with attorneys in the Justice cial security benefits because
Liuzzo brough praise for the'prison for killing Brewster.
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Department's
civil rights divi• they are still working full time
The Social Security Administra- sion and plans to meet within and are not eligible, lie said
tion is stepping up its drive to the next few days
with other this group would be sent applireach persons over 65 who are federal officials.
cation forms to serve as an eneligible for voluntary medical
They said this was their third rollment for medical insurance
insurance under the medicare trip .to . Washington. "We've and an application to protest
program.
been getting promises and then their rights to cash benefits.
Social Security Commission- going back home, but nothing Some will be able to collect
er Robert M. Ball said that his has been done," said Mrs. benefits even though they conadministration has found ways Tracy.
tinue to work, Ball said.
of getting medical insurance enrollment cards and Medicare
information to 96 per cent of
the 19 million oldsters eligible.
Ile said the other 4 per cent
NEW ORLEANS — (CPI) — beyond the reach of the civil are mostly very elderly, house'STEREO MODELS ...
*BIG PICTURE TV...
A three-judge federal panel rights acts.
bound persons or are living in
blasted the Ku Klux Klan in a
... have ten times the acoustical
Most of the charges listed in rural areas. special projects
uses less power than a convenscorching 38-page opiniwi and the suit occurred in Bogalusa, are being planned to reach
efficiency of the tube sets they obsotional 12" tube portable! Saves you
promised to issue an order which is located on the eastern them, he said.
lete! Astro-Sonic surpasses all other
both power and service costs. Astrosoon limiting Klan activity in I edge of Washington Parish on
Eligible persons who fail to
achievements in the re-creation of
Sonic Pictures and Sound come-on
Washington Parish county.
the Louisiana-Mississippi bor- enroll before March 31, 1966
sound. You must hear it to appreinstantly—no annoying "tube warmThe opinion, signed by Fed- der.
years
for
have
to
wait
two
will
ciate itl
delays.
up"
eral Judges John Minor Wisget
in
on
chance
to
"The defendants have adopt- a second
dom, Herbert Christenberry
insurance
supplementary
the
ed a pattern and practice of
and Robert A. Ainsworth, con*SO DEPENDABLE 'intimidating and threatening program that covers a major
. Magnavox solid-state components
demned the Klan and its duns.
and
Negro citizens in part of doctor bills and other
guaranteed
5 years, replaced by us if defective in normal use. We also
are
my organization, the Anti-ComHowever,
expenses.
medical
!Washington
Parish for
provide free service for 1 year.
.
. the pur- Ball said they still will be. able
.
munist Christian Association
oil screen sizes diagonal measure
t ACCA 1. •
.• •
•
•
insurance
getbasic
osp
ital
.
h
t
o
citizens.
Wisdom is a circuit judge and!
were
selected
The students
Christenberry and Ainsworth ! "The compulsion with the
!Klan to engage in this unlawful on the basis of outstanding
Featuring a beautiful.showroom
are district judges.
campus citizenship, academic
The panel said it planned to conduct is inherent in the na- achievements and
participawith 'numerous 'models .to .ehoose,
issue a broad injunction against ,ture of the Klan. This is its intion in campus activities.
the original Knights of the Ku 'eradicable evil," the opinion
•
from. Prices ,starting at
They are:
Klux Klan, the Anti-Communist said.
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Katzenbach Plans
To Protect Kids

•

Attorney General Moves Against
Harrassing Of Carolina Students

JAY'S APPLIANCE & FURNITURE,INC.

19 Students
At Clark In
Who's Who

REV LUTI•NARY...NEW
(wax
Maen

ASTRO-SONIC

Medical
Insurance
For Elderly

Big Picture TV and Stereo

--NO TUBES—

Federal Judges
Condemn Klan,
• Its Activity

NOW—space-age SOLID-STATE COMPONENTS
replace "tubes" and damaging heat—the principal causes
of breakdowns...to bring you magnificent pictures and
sound—plus the HIGHEST RELIABILITY_ever!

A PROMISE OF
PLEASURE ...

eoercing

ChristianAssociation and 38
defendants listed in the government-filed suit.
The opinion said the order
would prohibit the Klan from
intrefering with the c i vi!
rights of Negroes in Washington Parish, including the Negroes' right to use public facilities and accommodations,
to register and to vote and the
right to equal employment.
'Legal tolerance of szeret societies must cease at the point
. where their members assume
supra-governmental power and
take the law in .their own
hands," the opinion said. "We
shall not allow the mirguided
defendants to interfere with the
,
rights of Negro citizens dents
ed from or protected by the
of the
‘. Constitution
united
States and now expressly rec.
ognized by Congress in various
•civil rights statues."
The opinion condemned the
Klan for its acts of violence
and intimidation and expressed
surprise that the Klan admitted
the charges.
The document said the Klan's
major defense was the group
was a private organization and

CHOIR &PULPIT
GOWNS

1

All Colors end Use

Combinations

.

Badger for Wow OW
Organisations

ONVAllea ciDTFIM

Jewess Priests Available
lift 155 FOS FREE CATALOG

fO

SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS

•

701 M It., NISS WAltehal111., S.W
WaitaIntrton O.C. Atlanta 3, Oltaripla

$23900

only'2"

10% Financing As Low As $28.56
Down ,Payment, $12.80 Per Month

The Flamenco 24
—Astro-Sonic TV model 1-A367 in authentic Mediterranean styling. Exclusive
Videomatic makes all tuning adjustments for you continuously and always
perfectly! Chromatic Optical Filter adds depth and dimension to the 330 sq, in.
• screen—eliminates the causes of eyestrain. Four Magnavox high fidelity speakers
—two 9' oval plus two 3"—will bring you dramatic program realism. Come in
and see this magnificent years-ahead TV ... today!

Re-creates
the full
beauty
of music!

$39850
only

Start your Wo drabs today,
with bioirtiiul plaids in
Sport Coats a, d Pont., that
would malt• a sporty outfit.

The Campana—Mediterranean Astro-Sonic Stereo model 1-RP630. Thrill to
glorious music from Stereo FM radio, brilliant Monaural FM/AM,or your favorite
records. The Micromatic Player with Diamond Stylus lets your records last a

Today-start your loyaway plan for holiday It.,,,. at Fortner Clethi•r. Clothing for th• whole family, only a Saw
dollars, p•r week will start your layaway o. charge.
Corn• today & au our smartest selections In clothing for
men, women & children. if. walcom•your businm, with
Courteous s•rvi co.
CHARGE IT

MICH MAMIE 1111%
POWs, Porn, Cams. Telles

•

Enjoy
AUTOMATICALLY
perfect
24" pictures
... day or night!

154 SO. MAIN
527-8037

Get Your Christmas Honda at

lifetime.. Other features include: Stereo Amplifies with 30-Watts undistorted music
power; two high-efficiency 15' Bass Woofers; two 1000 cycle Exponential Treble
Horns. Why pay more ... for less? Come in and select from your widest variety
of authentic furniture styles.

AL'S CYCLE SHOP
Mid-South'sOldest Honda Dealer

3155 Summer Avenue

See Magnavox Solid State Portable TV priced from
•

$17990 Other Solid-State consoles from only $13950
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Picks
'
Coaching
Debut
s
Shaw
Willie
Spoil
Magicians

Eight For Fame Hall

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. — Eight Claude L. Cowan, M. D., Washoutstanding athletes were re- Ington, D. C. ophthalmologist,
in Warnsby Stegall, 511 guard five gave the Magicians a good Jan. 11; Alabama A. and M. of cently elected to the K. C. At- Iloward University; Solomon
well-grounded
Ma-nday night of last week, and then LeMoyne
LeMoyne's sparkling
Dickerson,
Greenwood, - -Fame. Five of N.
gicians return to their home,came back Saturday night ard ,fundamentals. They work as a from Father Bertrand, and Ri- workout and taught them a few Normal, Jan. 29, and Tuskegee hletic Hall of
the honored are living and Miss., teacher; Charles II,
court at Bruce Hall this Friday trounced the LeMoyne Alumni'team and have been effective chard Thompson, 6-3 forward things about defense. Setting of Tuskegee, Ala., Jan. 31.
the pace for the Alumni were Bethune-Cookman of Daytona three were honored posthum- Moore, Los Angeles, Calif., denwith their criss-cross passes. from New York City.
night, Dec. 10, to challenge the five, 122-95.
tist; and Lonnie H. Threadgill.
SHAW's DEBUT
The three val.:11.y members Chester Collins, Willie Herring- Beach, Fla. is due here Feb. 4 ously. •
TOP FROSH
high-scoring Fisk University!
Greenwood, Miss., principal
Bulldogs from Nashville. Game' Lane's defeat was a bitter High on the list of freshmen of the LeMoyne squad, Capt. ton, Curtis Mitchell, Jimmy to face the Magicians, and Miles The living Hail of Famers
disappointment fcr more than are Richaid Davis, 6-2 All- James (Sweet Pea) Sandridge, Charlton, Verties Sails, Reuben of Birmingham will attempt to are Isaiah Crippins, Phllade1 Board 'Street High School.
time is 8 o'clock.
The Magicians wit be right 200 students who came down Cincinnati (Ohio) guard who junior guard from Melrose; big Doggett, Sam Parks, Cleophus stop LeMoyne in Bruce Hall on phia Pa. an attorney who is I Those posthumously elected fi
assistant attorney general for are Bernise Branner Smith,
back on the Bruce Hall floor from Jackson for the contest was high against Lane with 26 George Fed, sophomore center Owens and Robert Hambrie, Feb. 15.
Monday night, Dec. 13, for an and more so for its former cage points; William Meggett, 5-11 from Pontiac, Mich., and Frank- The LeMoynites will tackle Clark of Atlanta will meet Le- the state of Pennsylvania; Titus Moore and John Bine.
has
Moyne
here
but
the
date
New officers of the K.C. Hall
engagement with all-white Pee- star, Willie Shaw, who was All-Manhattan guaid from New lin Shelton, junior marksman the highly touted Southern Uniof Fame are Jack L. LeFlore,
rom Douglass, set the pace for versitY cage machine from not been decided.
pies University Shop, a crew of making his debut as coach for
Y. Samuel Bachelor, the
Baton
itouge
in
Bruce
Ban
on
the
road
LeMoyne
the
was
on
opening
a
jewelry chain representative
LeMoynitcs in the
former Memphis State Univer- alma mater.
8-3 forward from Cincinnati
the night of Jan. 1, and then early part of this week, invadand civic leader, chairman:
sity cage stars who topped the The skirmish pros ed that Le- who thrilled the crowds with his contests.
meet strong Florida A. and M.'ing Lane at Jackson, Tenn. on
Charles Lewis, Dayton, Ohio.
adult division of the Memphis Moyne Coaeh Jerry Johnson excellent
movements;
Leon Willie Parks, sophomore guard Rattlers in the Walker Avenue Tuesday, and Alabama A & M
Recreation League last winter. has an able bunch of freshmen Mitchell, sharp-shooting
r hysic al education cli: ector.
Louisville
6_2 from Woodstock, and Calvin
at Normal on Wednesday.
The LeMoynites sailed to a this season and on several oc- All-Regional guard from Caple- Todd, sophomore, forward from gym on the night of Jan. 7.
Fifth Street YMCA; vice chairJanuary
uar Game
The Magicians ill b t Al sensational 95-73 victory over casions during I a s t week's wile, Tenn.; William Hayes, 6- B.1 Washington, also are show- - --eg man; and Mrs. Sally B. McOther January home games bama State in Montgomery,
Lane from Jackson, Tenn. in games he bad an all.freshman 6 All State from Louisville, Ky ing great promise.
Clatchey, Knoxville, permafor LeAloyne will throw the Ma- bee. 16, and Clark, Dec. 28. At 6-feet, 8-inches and 250 nent secretary to the boIrd but
''
their home opener before a Ca- five on the floor.
and Bobby Todd, 6-4 forward
Tough
Alumni
gicians
against
Dillard
UniverThey
will
appear
in
the
Dillard
the
pounds, Wesley Unseld of
pacity crowd of 1.300 Wednes- The first-year men came to from Father Bertrand High
Although defeated last Satur-;sity of New Orleans, Jan. 10; University tournament at New University of Louisville Is con- will not hold membership on
n Memphis.
the board.
day night, LeMoyne's AlumniiKnoxville of Knoxville, Tenn., Orleans. Dec. 27-28.
sidered "a good little man" in In addition to naming its ofThree other freshmen are
Missouri
rich
the basketball
showing plenty of promise:
ficers, four new board mem- .
Valley conference.
Willie Taylor, 6-7 center from
hers were elected. They are
betting
Cardinals
are
the
But
Henry High in Byhalia, Miss.;
Dr. Leo B. Marsh, YMCA Nasophomore
will
strapping
the
tional Board Meinber, Montlead them to a league title and clair, N. J.; Lonnie H. Thread1784 S. B•Ilevue — Ph 946-5396
national ranking.
gill, high school principal,
Louisville coach Peck Hick- Greenwood, Miss.; N. H. Mar-4,
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PAINTS
man said there are six centers tin, insurance company offiin the tough MVC that are tall- cial, Tampa, Fla..; and C. DelX-MAS SPECIALS
SLICK BLACK
er than Unseld. But Hickman mar Williams, transit comDOUBLE ACTION
until Dec. 24
also said he wouldn't trade Un- pany employee, New York, N.
MIRKA('
seld for the lot of them.
Y Elecetions to the board this
Basketball is not a game in year filled vacancies caused by
2DRBSES HAIR IN RACE
\ kilMV
Kentucky — it's a way of life. the expiration of terms of Dr.
AT YOUR DRUGGIST
ALL BRUSHES 10% OFF
And life has been pretty good Herman J. Kloepfer and Dr.
to Louisville in the past, but it's Ralph H. Martin, Knoxville,
what's in the future that counts. Mr. Wallace 0. Hawkins, Day- ,
With Unseld and several ton, Ohio, and Dr. Charles E.
other solid sophomores in the Kershaw, Houston, Texas.
fold, the veteran coach is looking upon tilt coming season
Proudly Presents
with obvious relish.
Last year's freshman team
Sir And Toscu Lau de Cologne,
compiled a 15-0 record with a
After Shave Lotion & Cream Soap
112.7-point-per-game average.
Unseld was the main cog in NEW YORK — (UPI) — Emthe yearling's attack with 35.8 ile Griffith and Manny.Gonzalez
points and 23.6 rebounds a begin intensive training 10 r
game.
their Dec. 10 world welterweight
Freddy Holden, a guard on title fight at Madison Square
the freshman team with Un- GaGrrdiif
t
e.
seld, and another sophomore
h will be making his ei
starter this season averaged ninth defense of the title and
20.9 points a game and is ex- the first since he outpointed Jose
pected to give the Cardinal Stable fast March 30.
backcourt a considerable lift. Gonzalez, of Odessa, Texas,
Hickman tabbed Unseld as beat Griffith, of the Virgin IsMITCHELL STARS FOR MAGICIANS —
Mitchell, a freshman, starred four years at the "greatest prospect" ever to
lands, in a 10-rounder last Jan.
Leon Mitchell (right) moves the ball down
Capleville High end was named to the All. enroll at Louisville.
26. The challenger is working
the court to help LeMoyne defeat Lane,
Regional prep team last winter. Mitchell
"He will be one of the small- on a string of 13 consecutive
95-73, before a capacity crowd of 1,300
scored 28 points against the Alumni.
est centers in the league," victories. He has won 37 lost
Guarding him is James Bradford of Lane.
Hickman said. "But he has tre- 12 and fought six draws during
mendous coordination and agili- his career.
ty and can handle the ball like
a backcourt man."
1500 Horses Sold
The pressure is on and Un- NEWMARKET, Eng.—(UPI)
A relaxed and smiling Clay a great fighter Terrell has be- more of a match for him than seld knows it.
—Nearly 1500 horses were sold
"I just hope I can measure for $371,135 at the opening of
raid that he had no particular come. How he is the best man Patterson.
A Superb Collection of Men's Toiletries
choice for his next defense of available. That's what I want; "Yah, Terrell has a fine left; up to what people expect of the Tatersalls Newmarket DeAn. Ideal Christmen Gift
the heavyweight boxing crown make him a real threat to my he's big. Mid I promised when me," Wesley said recently. "I cember sales with Santa Vimy,
but if the public wanted Ernie title."
met Floyd, that when I won, realize it's going to be a tough a 3-year-old filly purchased on
Sir And Tosca, for the License to Kill.... Women.
Terrell, he would gladly oblige.
And he readily agreed that I'd meet Terrell next, if the con- job — especially when you behalf of an American breed"If you guys think Terrell is Terrell, recognized by the ditions could be worked out. So know you're going to be meet- er, bringin gtop price of $34,510.
22 North 2nd St. — Ph 526-6876
a worthy challenger, then give World Boxing Apsociation go ahead, tell the world he's ing good big men in practically Peter Wragg refused to identify
him the buildup," Clay told re- (WBA) as its heavyweight the man with the best chance every Missouri Valley Confer- the American client for whom
porters. "Tell the world what champion, at least in size, was of beating me. I like that."
ence we play."
he bought the horse.
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Rice Bowl To Draw Big
Crowd To Murfreesboro
By EARL S. CLANTON, Ill

Hotel in Atlanta on Jan. 21.
GREAT HONOR
eSliVILLE — Six Tennessee
"This is the biggest thing
e University pro football that has happened to football at
draftees are waiting for their the university," Athletic Direcfinal collegiate grid contests as
coach John A. Merritt's Big
Blue prime for the NCAA-sponsored post-season Grantland
Rice Bowl, Dec. 11, in Murfreesboro, Tennessee.
Flanker Willie Walker, who
was drafted on the fourth round
by Detroit, went at the highest
round. Tackle Franklin McRae
went to Chicago on the sixth
round and Oakland in the AFL
on the seventh round.
Detroit took Johnnie Robinson. end, on their eighth round
while
AFL's Kansas City
grabbed defensive safety Fletcher Smith on the same round.
4210-captain, J i m
Carter,
Ait
ele, was selected by Buffalo on the ninth round and BalDANNY PRIDE
timore on round twelve. Defen-

Olt

In its nine 1965 contests, the
Tennessee team accumulated
322 points against 94 points for
its opponents. The "Tigers
played teams in the four major
Negro conferences of the nation — Central Intercollegiate
Athletic Association, and the
Southwestern Athletic Conference. Merritt's "Tigers" have
been named Mid-Western Conference champion.
--

JIM CARTER

SPORTS
HORIZON

•

EAST 7114 POPI AR (AT MENDENHAI I
MIDTOWN-- 1620 MADISON
This Selection Of Fine Foods Is Strictly To Help Make
Things Easy For Mothers Who Have Childrep
In Schoo, • Shop Montesi Today

4.10101.1111By BILL LITTLE

Manassas, with It . back to the matched teams fought each
tor Howard C. Gentry said
other on equal terms. Two key
when asked about the Grant- wall with less than three miplays kept Manassas going on
land Rice Bowl berth. "And it nutes to play, drove downfield
that final surge, rue for first
is a great honor when one con- frpm the Tigers' own 36-yard
seven that fnnal surge, runs for first
siders the fact that the majority be to score the winning
scoreboard Wilbert Trigg.
the
with
points
small
of NCAA members are
seconds re- Two 15 yard penalties hurt
colleges and universities, and clock showing 10
game as Ma- Tupelo after Manassas crossed
the
in
maining
eight
among
is
State
Tennessee
Carver of Tupelo, midfield. The last 15 yarder,
teams from the entire United nassas edged
before 5,140 stunned assessed from the 20, thus makStates named to post-season Miss., 14-13
in the 27th renewal of the ing it a half the distance penalplay. I feel that Coach Merritt, fans
Blues Bowl Game sposored by ty, set up the touchdown. It
his staff, and the team have
the Beale Street Elks at Mel- was for unsportsmanlike condone a tremendous job and are
who allegedly
rose Stadium last Friday night. duct on the coach
deserving of the honor."
Trigg, held pretty conferred with more than the
Wilbert
The coveted football award
during a
much in check by the inspired one allowed player
honors the memory of W. A. Tupelo defense, fired a 10-yard time out.
into the
pass to end Sam Evans in the Tupelo, 10-0 coming
its first defeat.
corner of the end zone to tie game, suffered
out with a 9-0
the score at 13-13 with time Manassas closes
running out. Curtiss Broome -1 slate. This is the college reFRANKLIN McRAE
calmly booted the winning extra cruiting season, and the appeapoint, his fifth straight in the rance of Marino Casem, Alcorn;
se/end Danny Pride got the
Vannette Johnson, Arkansas A.Tigers' last two games.
nod from San Diego on their
The visiting North Mississip- M. and N., Douglas Porter, M.tenth round.
pians, champions of the Little V.S.C. and Louis Crews, AlaPLAY CARDINALS
M at the Blues
Six Conference, controlled the bama A and
evident.
The Merrittmen, who posted
ball most of the night as the Bowl made it more
are head
a 9-0-0 season, take on Muncie,
Blue Devils' quarterback Ro- The aforementioned
Indiana's Ball State University
bert Booker made Carver's pas- football coaches at their respecover
stayed
Many
tive colleges.
for the NCAA Southeastern Resing rate on par with the fine
to see the thrilling UCLA-Tengion grid championship. The
passing of Manassa. After a dull
nessee clash at Memorial StaCardinals are also undefeated
first quarter, things really
A
dium the next day.
and untied through nine games
started to happen fast and fuThe Uclans' Mel Farr was the
zoing into the second annual
rious in the second quarter with
leading ground gainer, but the
i;rantland Rice Bowl.
three-fourths of the game's
powerful runnig ebony star had
Tennessee State's first perscoring occurring in that stanza.
to share some of his honors with
fect season since 1956, when
Manassas took over on the
teammate Gary Behan, and with
he Big Blue nipped Florida A.
WILLIE WALKER
Tupelo nine after a low pass to Dewey
Warren, who guided the
the punter allowed the Tigers to
Scott, II. founder-publisher of put on a good rush and prevent Vols to a 37-34 uphill triumph.
the Atlanta Daily World, the a punt. A penalty moved the A and M CAGERS START FAST
first successful Negro daily Tigers hack to the 14 from Coach Hubert Clemmons' Arnewspaper in the United States, where Trigg hit his brother, kansas AM and N Golden Lions
Mr. Scott was an All-American Charles, with an easy touch- for the second consecutive year
quaterback at Morehouse Col- down toss. The Blue Devils were have broken fast from the post.
lege, Atlanta, in the late twen- obviously let down by their sud- The hot shooting Lions were the
ties. The Coca-Cola Company, den ineptness, and there were nation's best shooters last year,
Atlanta, Ga., has sponsored the those who felt the flood gates sporting a 102-point per game
award since the early 1950's. might now be open for the lo- average through 26 games.
The Lions have already broThe Atlanta Life Insurance cal city champs to run up a
ken the century mark three
Company and the Gulf Oil comfortable margin.
times in as many outings in
Corporation, along with the Co83 YARD RETURN
the infant :915166 campaign.
ca-Cola Company, are co-sponBefore the next scrimmage The victims have been Philansors of awards for the All. play Tupelo had scored. Coming der Smith, 109-86, Rust, 102-82,
Sports Jamboree.
_ down on the ensuing kick-off, and Miss. Valley State, 125-94,
Manassas got suckered into fol- the latter victory giving the
lowing the Tupelo return to Lions MVSC Invitational crown
•
the right, by the time the Ti- for the second time in two
i•
gers realized they had been years.
tricked they were helpless to do' The Lions have already
JOHNNY ROBINSON
anything about it. Speedy Al- ken the century mark three
fred Clanton took a handoff weekend to Stillman, Philander
& M. 41-39 in the Orange Bloscoming back to the left and der Smith, 109-66, Rust, 102-82
som classic and annexed the nafound clear sailing down the and Miss. Vailley State, 125-94,,
tional grid crown, has earned NEW YORK — (UPI) —
sidelines to complete the electrl- and MVSC in their AM and N
them their second W. A. Scott, Jimmy Brown sets a National
fying 83-yard race to paydirt. Ivitational at Pine Bluff,
symbol
a
II, Memorial Trophy,
The Lions will be host this
Football League record every The conversion try failed.
Collegiate
the
Negro
National
of
scores a touchdown and
Clanton had a hand in send- weekend to Stillman, Philander
Football Championship the Mer- time he
lead for the and MVSC in their Invitational
rittmen tabbed by the Atlanta- at the rate the Cleveland Block- ing Carver to the
the at Pine Bluff.
buster is going that mark may first time near the end of
Club for the 1965 trophy,
half when he pulled in a Booker. LeNloyne, after drilling Lane
category
same
the
in
be placed
bass and was tackled threer and the Alumni last week, reas Babe Ruth's 714 homers,
yards short of the goal on the turns to Bruce Hall to battle
Brown entered the season 18-yard gainer. Charles Hub- tisk Friday night,
the infant 1965-66 campaign.
tied with Don Hutson at 105 bard dived over from the three.
Carver got the drive started
touchdowns. The great ground
when a Blue Devil fell on a Magainer racked up 15 more In nassas fumble on the latter's NEW YORK — (UPI) — Ileagame through last Sunday and 35. Clanton banged into the goal- vyweights Harold Johnson of
still has four more to go in re- post after catching Quentin Da- Philadelphia and Johnny Pergular season play. Twelve of via' pass for the point that made sol of Brooklyn, N.Y., will meet
the count 13-7.
in a 10-round bout at Madison
Brown's T.D.'s were achieved
Until the winning drive late Square Garden Jan. 7. Johnson
other
throught rushing, the
in the game the two evenly is a former light-heavyweight.
three o npass receptions.
•
The Cleveland star also leads'
the league in rushing with 1,163
yards, better than 500 more than
his closest rival, Timmy B:cwn
of Philadelphia.
Johnny Unitas of Baltimore
atlead passers who have
FLETCHER SMITH
tempted 100 or more throws this
According to A. L. Thompson, season. Mr. Quarterback re100% Wrong Club President, the turned to action after a game
award will be made to coach and half layoff because of a
Merritt and his team during the back injury and upped his
club's 31st annual All-Sports touchdown passing total to 20
wsno
Jamboree at the Marriott Motor and to passing yards to 2,318.
-
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0-0

Jim Brown
Resets Marks
Each Game

•
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With coupon and $5.00 additional purchase, •xcluding volutt
of coupon merchandise (fresh milk products and tobacco also
excluded in compliance with stot• law). On• coupon pist
customs,. Coupon trapir•• Midnight W•dn•sday D•ci 15.

fRID

MONTE- SI

1VVV

Johnson-Persol Meet

GIVE OLD CROW

'wrapped hi Good Wishes

Pi lie 1,7,

With coupon end $5.00 additional purchas•, •xcluding value rst
coupon merchandise (fresh milk products and tobacco also •xix
clud•d In compliance with state low). On• coup•n p•r cu•terwsr.
Coupon ••pires Midni ght Wednesday Dec. 15.

CROWS

r•

GOOD
LUCK
ro r ITIT

HOEHN HAS GOT IT!

OLD CROW

Get more for your money
at Hoehn Chevyland!

BABY FOOD
Strained Fruit or Vegetables

STRAIGHT PO
WPILI

Limit 6

•••••••• ••••

For

SET
8011(TO

3/17 Union
527-4471
7989 Summar
323-5554
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NAACP
'Force' Whites To Attend Negro Schools:education
committee,
chapter's

SCLC Asks For U. S. Funds
To Begin Literacy Centers
In Washington, the new teleATLANTA, Ga. — (NPI) — such as signing checks and
Two programs with a single computing interest on credit vision series on the local eduthought — eradicating illitera- purchases.
cational channel, WETA-TV,
cy — have been launched on a
called "Round-About," is a colbasis.
city-wide
centraining
five
and
first
egional
The
lection of 104 15-minute episodes
plan
to
consumer
pilot
a
is
One
ters for 150 persons could open beamed at three and four year
reach two million Negroes in next April or May if the pro- olds in disadvantaged neighborthe deep south during the next posal meets with Office of Edu- hoods.
five years.
cation approval. Its success deAlready prepared programs
The other, televised shows for pends, by and large, on the
include topics like modeling
Pre-school children, is in its ini- "each one, teach one" idea
clay, how hinges work and
tial stage in the nation's capi- with each group of trainees, folbuilding construction. In the
tol.
lowing completion of the threeare shows which
The Socthern Christian Lead- month course, staffing new planning stage
sciences and mathership Conference is expected learning centers for illiterate will explore
ematics, personal relationships
to present its pilot consumer adults.
and creative expression, includeducation program and literacy
Robert L. Green, 32-year-old ing music, dance, puppetry and
program to the Office of Educollege professor, an aide to Dr drama; all treated on the elecation soon.
Jr., SCLC mentary level sfmilar to a teleIt calls for $206,000 to estab- Martin Luther King,
the plan, vised Head Start Project.
lish 50 to 70 "learning centers" head, who developed
an indicain a rural southern county said the proposal is
"Round-About" is being prorecogniwhere Negro adults would be tion of the "growing
civil duced by WETA in conjunction
for
battle
the
that
tion
reading,
in
skills
basic
taught
with the United Planning Or•
Iwriting.
The plan also includes rights can't be won in the ganization, und.er a $205,878
'everyday consumer activities streets alone .
contract with the Department
of Health, Education ar.d Welfare, and is, in the main, geared
toward children in pre-school
classes organized by UPO.

'GENERAL

PITTSBURGH — (UPI) — imposed . . . because no other
The National Association for measure is likely to result in
the Advancement of Colored integrated schools at present,"
People (NAACP) said white stu- the NAACP said in a report to
dents in Pittsburgh must be be presented at an annual meet"forced" to attend school with ing of the oiganization's local
Negroes.
chapter.
"Forced relocataion must be
Leroy Patrick, head of the

NOTICE

YOUR NAME

Number of papers wanted weekly

Phone number
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER

kra.....•••hromomel

HOME FOR SALE
729 Deratur Street-Bark on Market
Small down payment to 13.1. Korean
or World War II veteran lovely brick
home located near all the North Mem.
phi. plants, have others to choose
from also. Call for an appointment.
RUBTE BEARD
394-105
LUCILLE SERE REALTY
274-5809

TO SEE THESE HOMES
CALL F. L. SNELLINCS
386-3738
695 FRANK CIRCLE
FINEST ON THE STREET

LOS ANGELES — (NPI) —
The passage by California voters of Proposition 14 and the
"big lie" campaign leading up
to it last year, was cited last
week as the chief cause of last
August's riot in Watts. Edward
Howdent, chief of the California
Division of Fair Employment
Practices, said the 2-1 approval
of the constitutional amendment
"struck minority groups like a
smashing blow to the teeth."

FACTORY
AUTHORIZED
SERVICE

DON'T PAY ONE CENT
UNTIL FEBRUARY 15, 1966

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. — (NPI)
— The partial burning of a
building is the latest in a series
of attacks on civil rights groups
by men believed to be connected with the Ku Klux Klan.

Floor Models Reduced
$100"

I

ROOM BRICK, LARGE LIVING
RM.. 18 FT. DINING RM., 3 RED
ROOMS, 2 CERAMIC TILE BATHS.
KITCHEN. SEP. BREAKFAST RM.
CARPORT, FENCED
YARD. LG.
STORAGE BLDG..
BLOCK TO
SCHOOL SEE THIS.

849 E. GAGE
WHAT A BUY !!
LARGE -LIVING ROOM. EXTRA
EAT-IN KITCHEN WITH BUILT-IN
ELECTRIC STOVE A OVEN. VENTAHOOD. 2 LARGE BEDROOMS, LG.
CLOSETS, 15525 F. KNOTTY PINE
DEN, BUILT-IN CARPORT WITH
LARGE
STORAGE
ROOM,
NEW
ROOF, PAINTED REDWOOD SIDING, WW CARPET, DRAPES &
CURTAINS. NICE YARD, PECAN
FRUIT TREES, GRAPES, BERRIES.
FHA
APPR. — $10,775.
OWNER
WILL PAY 5275 CLO. COST. SEE IT,
YOU'LL BUY IT.

727 E. DAVANT

DISTRESS
SALE!
OWNER
HAS
BUILT NEW HOME. WILL SELL
BELOW FHA.
The vandals work through
APPRAISAL. CUSTOM BUILT BRICK
front group called STENCH and HOME ONLY 8 YEARS OLD. LARGE
LIVING ROOM, DINING RM., LARGE
leave Nazi sticgers behitlid after" EAT-IN KITCHEN, NATURAL WOOD
they attack. Mail from this ABINETS, 3 BEDROOMS WITH LG.
WALK-IN CLOSETS, 154 BATHS, ATgroup is postmarked Maryville, TIC FAN, 2 AIR CONDITIONEFIV.
REDECORATED, SEE
Tenn., a hotbed of Klan acti- COMPLETELY
THIS IF YOU APPRECIATE AND
vity.
WANT A LOVELY HOME.

a

Two Sure Ones
Gift decanter or regular bottle. Both
contain the same great whiskey. Both in
festive holiday wrap (at no extra cost).
Seagram's 7 Crown. The &lie One.
NAM DISTILLERS COMPANY, NEW YORK CITY BOOED MOSEY

Headquarters of the Appalachian Economic and Political
Action Conference (AEPAC)
86 NOV 65% GRAIN MOM STMTS. were'set afire while members
of the staff were away.

CHIP BARWICK CHEVROLET
WHERE RED HOT DEALS-SAVE YOU COLD CASH

740 UNION AVENUE
527-2664

REPOS.
1963 CHEV. 9-passenger wagon, Air and powcr
1963 CORVETTE Convertible. Double Sharp
1965 CORVETTE Convertible, Like New
1962 IMPALA 4 Dr. Automatic. One owner
1962 IMPALA Spt. Cpe., Power, It's new
1962 T-BIRD Air and power. Like new
1961 FORD 4-dr. Golaxie. Air and power
1961 IMPALA Spt. Cpe. Red beauty
1961 IMPALA Convertible
1960 IMPALA 4-dr. H.T. Power. Extra sharp
1960 PONTIAC Bonneville 4-dr. H.T. Full power
1959 FORD 2-dr. Ready to go. Nice
1953 CHEVROLEL.dr. A real nice car

South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee

Classified

7

Phone FA 3-117112 BIG LOCATIONS Phone MU 2-46 I I

236

DESIGNS MISSILE SYSTEMS
Henry Hyman, a graduate of A&T College in North Carolina,
Is in charge of an engineering group responsible for design
of the Polaris Missile Support System and submarine high
pressure gas systems. He is an engineering supervisor with
General Dynamics Corp., Electric Boat Division, Groton,
Conn.

\ 1

Mother's name

Address

Civil Rights
Highlights

12414 GETWELL I Open Nifes 'Ti! 9 I 4556 SUMMER

•

SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.

...itigkikikaribtavogr.".0**.maamo$000.40,

NO MONEY DOWN

'NEWSBOYS'

Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE

HOME SERVICE

UP TO 36 MONTHS TO PAY

said his group had studied a 52page report on racial equality
issued by the Pittsburgh Board
of Educatioa and had concluded
"the board is not acting in good
faith."

Ads

HELP WANTED

• 0 •

Special Services

PRINTERS WANTED
(Male and Female)
Linotype
operators,
proofreaders and floormen. Only experienced personnel should apply. Wiite, Personnel Dept. c-c
Chicago Defender, 2400
S.
Michigan Ave., Chicago .30616

• •

PEST
EXTERMINATING CO:
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS-RATS

Licensed and Bonded

fe
rbeal(1
a
in)
Pe

CALL DT BEFORE YOU ARE
EABARRASSED

AN UNTAPPED "WE KILL TO LIVE"
CALL
SOURCE OF
O.Z.
EVERS
REVENUE
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
FOR YOU
PH. FA 7-6033
Salesmen
aid
saleswomm
wanted to sell retail advertising in the Memphis market.
We pay 25 per cent ard 30
per cent cortract commission
on the dollar.
TIIE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
236 South Wellington street
tlemphls, Tenn.

Wigs 100%
Human One tal Hair
Handmade, Value at $180, our
$90. 51achine made, value at $90.
as 543. Cash and Layway plan.
Wanted. Hudson Barbee Import & ,tpot. 5108 Horn Lake Rd., Memphis,
Tenn,
Ph. 398.11/68.

Bathtub

for'axle.
275-3972

in

SPINET STYLED PIANO BEAUTIful finished $163.00. Will deliver ph.
2713-4094

820 E. MALLORY
3 BED ROOM BRICK

or

CI

Call-

INIALL UPRIGHT PIANO
Extra id.. will deliver. $100. 278-2154

Large

BY

In

16 CHURCH PEWS 8 FT LONG.
S10 per pew.
397-1201

Buy U.S.
BONDS

Al
tal
Joi
sitt
Ill
in
Pu

Is

For Sale Misc.

PART TIME MAID
Call After 5:30 P.M.
JIM, 275 9176

tIll

PIANOS WANTED
276.10o
Sma/I ph.

tri
Gc
ed
ro
ll
Ki
el;
wi
co
fo

$1000,00

IT

Assume Present Mortgage
25 FT. LIVING-DINING RM. COMB.
$85.00 per month
KITcHEN
INCLUDES
STOVE
A,
AUTO. WASHER, BUILT-IN CARWill put you in this attractive two be(lroorn home,
PORT AND STORAGE ROOM. GUTTERS,
N IC E L,Y
LANDSCAPED
ceramic tile bath, wall to wall carpeting, in living
LOVELY FENCED BAcK YARD. ON
BUS LINE. FHA APPR. $11,800.
Room, Dining Room and hall, vent•a-hood. AutoOWNER WILL PAY $300 OF CLOSING COSTS.
matic dishwasher, carport.
TO SEE, JUST CALL
Newly decorated — in the neighborhood of $2.
F. L. SNELLINGS
25,000 homes.
386-3738
737 Dunn Avenue
LUCILLE SERE REALTY CO. F. R. RUSSELL
396-4337
1247 N. Evergreen
Bell Reaty Company
274-5809
1231 E. Raines Rd.
398-9238
Member American Real Estate Assn.

IC
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tO
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l0

lit

til

e)
qt

HELP WANTED

NO MONEY DOWN
ASSUME BALANCE
BALANCE

NOTES

s1733
$2266
$3491
$1080
$1483
$1/71
$793
'1091
$935
$880
s898
$492
$259

$6511
15"
$99"
$4571
$6216
$74"
$33"
$3957
$4916
$47"
$25"

A

Memphis Works
Needs

AUTOMOBILE
LIABILITY
COLLISION
Hard to Place
for Driver
Who Lost Their
License
Low Rate for
Under Age
Driver's
SR 22 Filing
MONTHLY
TERMS

SOMERVILLE
WE HAVE 10 COURTEOUS SALESMEN
WAITING TO
SERVEYOU!!
CALL OR COME BY TODAY
tN
,AAAAA/AAAAAAVAVAAAAAAAAAAAJAA,A,AAAAAAJAAAAAAAJA,A

International
Harvester
FACTORY
WORKERS
Apply in person at Employment office. Hours 8:15 to
4:30 Daily, Monday through
Friday.
3003 HARVESTER STREET
Equal Opportunity Employer

TOOTHAC H E
Don't suffer agony. In seconds get relief
that lasts with ORA-JEL. Speed-release
formula puts it to work instantly to stop throbbing
toothache pa in, so safe doctors recommend it for
teething.
•

• ora-jei

CAN YOU USE

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

mg CONVENIENT
LOCATIONS
WHIR( 101K5 clef vol
sir PRIIIRINTIAl

INSURANCE
AGENCY
OPEN NIGHTS
948-5785
257 SOUTH
PARKWAY W.

ATHAN'S
LOAN

N

A
ti

CI
5

FFICE

tI

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SIIOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

01

11,

d:
cl

d,
1k!

tr

176 & 178 SEAL STREET JA 6-5300

a

LOAN OFFICE
EPSTEIN
162-164.166 BEALE ST.

•

to

MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 64454

START YOUR
CHRISTMAS LAYAWAY
NOW
Start your Christmas Layaway Plan TODAY for holiday items. We have a smart
selection to choose frOM,
Neat Suits, Sport Coats,
Slacks and Sweaters. We
also have a choice selection
of materials in all colors.
Men, LET ME FIT YOU in
the ideal outfit for the
Yuletide. Don't worry about
Money, Pay Next Year.

to
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•
Civ
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at
coe
cen
Mr. Prior,.(Geb•) Kirby

Sc

L
a rinel

Buy U.S.

wif
sec
boy

Charge Account

BONDS
BROTHERS
116 an Comas. Beale S.

MEN'S SHOP
Ph. 525-5401
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